






















































































































































































































































































Sr.No. Course Code Course Name
Course

Outcome
CO Statement

CO1 Solve the problems on Fourier Series and Laplace Transform. 

CO2
Make use of Linear Differential Equation to solve the Aeronautical 

Engineering problems.

CO3
Make use of Partial Differential Equation to solve the Aeronautical 

Engineering problems.

CO4 Solve the problems of vector calculus. 

CO5 Demonstrate Numerical ability to solve the problem. 

CO1
Explain the basic physical quantities & their Units, principles of 

thermodynamics such as systems, properties, and thermodynamics laws.

CO2
Explain the concept of Entropy & its significance in the irreversible & 

reversible process. 

CO3
Apply the First Law of Thermodynamics to solve problems related to the 

Flow & Non Flow Processes. 

CO4
Explain the Fundamentals of combustion process, form the balanced 

combustion equation and calculate the heat released from the 

combustion process.

CO5
Apply the Second Law of Thermodynamics to solve problems related to 

thermodynamic cycles. 

CO6
Solve the problems based on the air standard cycles such as Otto cycle, 

Diesel and Brayton cycle, etc.

CO1 Explain the fluid properties, their definitions & SI units.

CO2
Apply the basic laws of nature to derive the fluid flow governing 

equations & use them for solving the problems related to fluid 

mechanics.
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3 0AEPC203 Fluid Mechanics

1 0AEBS201 Applied Mathematics III 

2 0AEPC202 Applied Thermodynamics



CO3
Apply the dimensional analysis technique to obtain the equations for the 

problems related to fluid mechanics and use the similarity laws for 

carrying out the prototype testing.

CO4
Explain basic terminology & the working principle of various fluid 

machinery and will be able to draw the velocity triangle of the turbo 

machinery.

CO5

Comment on the significance of the Governing equations of the fluid 

flow in solving the fluid mechanics problems using the computational 

methods and explain the basic terminology involved in computational 

fluid dynamics.

CO6
Calculate the losses that occur when a fluid passes through closed 

conduits and analyze them to select the dimensions and material for the 

minimum loss.

CO7
Determine the lift & drag forces on the bodies like flat plate, cylinder & 

aerofoil and comment on the comparative study. 

CO1
Describe basic concept of stress, strain, transformation of stress/strain 

and strength of materials.

CO2
Calculate the shear forces and bending moment variation for different 

beams and loads and draw shear force and bending moment diagram.

CO3 Calculate the bending and shear stresses in beams for different sections.

CO4
Calculate the deflection of beams under the different end conditions & 

loading conditions. 

CO5
Explain the concept of torsion and apply it for design of power 

transmission shaft.

CO6 Describe and Analyze the buckling in columns.

CO1
Explain the historical developments in the Aeronautical Engineering, 

Current Trends in the Aviation Industry 

CO2
Comment & Explain in detail the basic components, systems & 

subsystems of the Aircraft and their functions

CO3
Explain the fundamentals of Aerodynamics, Propulsion, Structures & 

Their classifications 
5 0AEPC205

Introduction to 

Aerospace Engineering  

3 0AEPC203 Fluid Mechanics

4 0AEPC204 Solid Mechanics



CO4
Comment & Explain in detail the basics of Air Transportation & Airport 

Operations & the Components of the Flight Deck Instruments & Systems

CO5
Comment & Explain on the material requirements for the Aeronautical 

application

CO6 Identify & Comment on the various configurations of the aircraft

CO1
Explain the concepts of object oriented programming concepts using 

C++.

CO2
Apply their knowledge and programming skills to solve various 

computing problems

CO3 Write a C++ program for the simple cases. 

CO4
Execute & Debug the C++ program for the simple cases for the Syntax 

& Logical Errors

CO5
Follow professional and ethical principles, standards while writing the 

C++ Codes 

CO6
Recognize the need for learning the Programming Language for solving 

complex Problems related to Engineering.

CO1

Conduct the experiment as per standard process to find properties of 

lubricants such as Aniline point, cloud and pour point, flash and fire 

point and grease penetration no., dropping point etc. 

CO2
Evaluate the isothermal efficiency and volumetric efficiency of an air 

compressor. 

CO3 Evaluate the calorific value of any given substance. 

CO4 Perform the experiments in a group as a leader as well as a member

CO5 Communicate the results and write the report effectively

CO6 Pursue professional and ethical principles during laboratory work

CO1
Differentiate and explain the working principle of air breathing and non-

air breathing engines.

CO2
Distinguish and explain the intakes and exhaust systems and gas turbine 

combustions used in aircrafts.

CO3
Apply control volume analysis and the integral momentum equation to 

estimate the forces produced by Aircraft Propulsion systems

7 0AEPC252
Applied Thermodynamics 

Laboratory

8 0AEPC210 Propulsion-I

5 0AEPC205
Introduction to 

Aerospace Engineering  

6 0AEES251
Computer Programing 

with C++ 



CO4
Describe the principal design parameters and constraints that set the 

performance of gas turbine engines, and to apply ideal-cycle analysis to a 

gas turbine engine to relate thrust and air fuel ratio

CO5
Use velocity triangles to estimate the performance of a compressor or 

turbine stage

CO6
Comment of the factors that affect combustion process and design 

factors of combustion chamber.

CO1 Explain the Fluid properties, & their Governing Equations in the Integra Form

CO2
Apply the basics of Fluid Mechanics to derive the Lift & Drag Equations 

acting over the bodies.

CO3
Calculate the Lift Force Coefficient & Lift Distribution over the Finite 

Wing of an Aircraft

CO4
Calculate the Induced & Skin Friction Drag over the Finite Wings & 

Comment on the Flow control techniques to control the boundary layer

CO5
Explain & Determine the Thrust & Thrust Coeffienct acting on the 

Propellers applied to Aircraft, Helicopter & Hovercraft

CO1 Describe the basic concepts of crystallography and crystal defects

CO2
Describe mechanical behavior of different materials under different 

loading conditions.

CO3
Explain different phase diagrams, predict and calculate amount of phases 

using the phase diagram.

CO4 Explain use and effect of different heat treatment processes.

CO5
Explain composition, properties and use of different materials used in 

aircraft construction.

CO6 Explain the composite materials, their types and applications.

CO1
Describe the technique of manufacturing different parts of aircraft like 

Casting, Joining, shaping and forming

CO2
Take a decision on manufacturing technique for manufacturing given 

components
11 0AEPC207

Aircraft Production 

Technology

9 0AEPC209 Aerodynamics I

10 0AEPC208 Aircraft Materials

8 0AEPC210 Propulsion-I



CO3
Explain the concept of NDT Used to check the quality of Manufactured 

Product

CO4
Comment on the advanced manufacturing technologies used in the 

Aircraft component Production

CO1
Analyze the errors and perform the curve fitting & the statistical analysis 

of the experimental data generated.

CO2
Solve the mathematical problems involving the algebraic & Transcended 

equations

CO3
Provide solutions for the mathematical problems involving the Linear 

simultaneous equations

CO4
Solve the mathematical problems involving the Numerical Integration & 

Differentiation

CO5
Obtain the the solutions of Ordinary & Partial Differential Equations 

with the give boundary conditions.

CO1
Identify the basic elements of aircraft structures and their classifications 

and explain the basic concepts involved in their structural analysis.

CO2

Explain the basic laws of physics, mathematics and engineering to obtain 

structural response of open/closed thin walled idealized structures under 

the action of bending, buckling, shear, and twisting loads.

CO3

Apply principles of structural analyses to calculate deformations and 

direct stresses of complex normal/idealized aircraft structural elements 

under the action of flexural loads.

CO4
Apply principles of structural analyses to obtain the shear flow pattern in 

the open and closed thin walled normal/idealized sections subjected to 

shear and torsional loads.

CO5
Explain the concept of stability and mathematical modelling for the 

analysis of stiffened panels and shells.

CO1
Understand the characteristics of compressible flow in various flow 

regimes – subsonic, transonic, supersonic and hypersonic.

T.Y COURSES

13 0AEPC301 Aircraft Structures 

14 0AEPC302 Aerodynamics II

11 0AEPC207
Aircraft Production 

Technology

12 0AEBS206 Numerical Analysis



CO2
Use Quasi one dimensional theory to analyze compressible flow 

problems.

CO3 Estimate the normal and oblique shock properties.

CO4
Analyze the flow behavior over a convex corner, estimate the flow 

properties through a constant area duct.

CO5
Analyze the flow characteristics over different aerodynamic profiles at 

various flow regimes.

CO6
Predict the supersonic flow characteristics over the various wing types 

and various aircraft configurations.

CO1 Explain the fundamentals of (feedback) control systems.

CO2
Apply Basic Engineering Mathematics and laws of physics to formulate 

Mathematical models of any dynamic systems in forms suitable for use 

in the analysis and design of control systems.

CO3 Solve system equations in state-variable form (state variable models).

CO4
Determine the time and frequency-domain responses of first and second-

order systems to step and sinusoidal (and to some extent, ramp) inputs.

CO5 Determine the absolute stability of a closed-loop control system

CO 6 Apply root-locus technique to analyze and design control systems.

CO1
Derive the mathematical expressions of the aircraft flight performance 

under the operational envelope such as Take-off, climb, cruise, descent, 

turn, glide and Landing.

CO2
Calculate the Properties of Atmosphere at a given altitude under the ISA 

Conditions and Apply them for the calculation of Aircraft Flight 

Performance.

CO3
Apply the mathematical expressions for calculating the aircraft flight 

performance under the different operational envelopes.

CO4
Analyze the factors/parameters affecting the aircraft flight performance 

under the various operational conditions. 

CO1 Understand various concepts of advanced propulsion techniques.

17 0AEPC305 Propulsion-II

15 0AEPC303 Linear Control Theory

16 0AEPC304 Aircraft Performance

14 0AEPC302 Aerodynamics II



CO2 Describe solid, liquid and hybrid rocket motors and their composition.

CO3
Explain the fundamentals of rocket propulsion and working of individual 

rocket propulsion components.  

CO4
Understand various concepts of electric propulsion system in application 

to electric thrusters.  

CO5 Evaluate the various parameters of Electrostatic and Ion thrusters.

CO1
Distinctly identify composite materials with their advantages, applications and 

classification along with nomenclature, types of laminated composites along 

with their fabrication processes.

CO2
Interpret the effect of fiber and matrix content on the composite lamina and 

laminate subjected to external loads.

CO3
Explain the stress strain relations, elastic constants for isotropic, anisotropic and 

orthotropic composite laminates.

CO4
Derive the governing equations for the analysis of general laminated composite 

plates along with the understanding of hydro-thermal stresses and strains and 

failure theories of laminated composites.

CO5 Explain the concept of smart materials and structural health monitoring.

CO1
Describe about the various design process and methodology, and will be able to 

explain about various types of configuration alternatives and their significance

CO2
Describe about various cost factors involved in the operation of an aircraft and 

about airline economics

CO3
Apply the knowledge of design and estimate take-off weight and the 

dimensional parameters of wing, fuselage, tail, control surfaces and Engine 

based on the requirements

CO4
Estimate the performance characteristics- take-off, landing level turn, climb for 

the given aircrafts

CO5
Estimate the Drag characteristics, air loads, V-n diagram gust load diagrams for 

the Aircrafts

CO6 Perform constrain and performance analysis for the given design problem

CO1 Describe the necessity of stability for dynamic systems like Aircraft.

CO2
Apply the rigid body dynamics to aircraft for representing aircraft in 

mathematical model.

19 0AEPC310 Aircraft Design

20 0AEPC309
Aircraft Stability and 

Control

17 0AEPC305 Propulsion-II

18 0AEPC311
Composite Materials 

&Structures



CO3
Calculate the control surfaces control power for different aircraft 

configurations.

CO4
Estimate the longitudinal and directional parameters with the help of the 

linearized equations of aircraft motion.

CO5
Analyze the different type of modes in longitudinal, lateral and 

directional motion of aircraft, and recovery from those modes.

CO1 Describe the role of economics involved in the decision making process

CO2 Calculate the rate of return, depreciation charges and taxes.

CO3
Enumerate different cost entities in estimation, and Explain the 

importance of finance functions.

CO4
Describe the significance of Marketing Management and Product 

Management in the success of an organization.

CO1
Describe components of the CFD algorithms, the role of CFD algorithms 

in the product design cycle & the governing equations of the fluid flow 

applicable for the general & special cases of the fluid flows.

CO2
Discuss the need for grids, types of grid generation techniques & the 

advancements in the grid generation process.

CO3
Categorize the Partial Differential Governing Equations applicable for 

specific fluid flow cases by applying the principles of mathematics.

CO4

Describe the various Finite Difference & Finite Volume schemes used in 

the Computational Algorithms & Apply them for solving simple fluid 

flow cases.

CO5
Describe the role of Turbulence Models in the CFD Solution Procedure 

and Apply and use the appropriate Turbulence Models for solving the 

cases.

CO6
Analyze the Stability characteristics of the various Finite Difference 

schemes.

CO1
Carryout and analysis the design of UAV Systems and Apply them to 

make an UAV System as a Team.

23 0AEPC358
Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicles Laboratory

21 0AEHS308 Economics Management

22 0AEPC307
Computational Fluid 

Dynamics

20 0AEPC309
Aircraft Stability and 

Control



CO2
Use the Modern Software Tool for solving & simulation the UAV 

Systems.

CO3

Recognize the need for life-long learning of the modern tools & 

techniques used for providing solutions to the complex engineering 

problems.

CO4 Follow professional and ethical principles during laboratory work

CO1
Analyze and Estimate the take-off weight and other dimensional 

parameters for the aircraft and Estimate the performance characteristics

CO2 Carry out a conceptual and preliminary design of an Aircraft as a Team.

CO3
Use the Modern Software Tool for solving & simulation the simple fluid 

flow cases.

CO4
Effectively record the analysis reports of the Analysis Report carried out 

using the software tool and present them orally.

CO5
Recognize the need for life-long learning of the modern tools & 

techniques used for providing solutions to the complex engineering 

problems.

CO1 Learn and demonstrate the basic knowledge in MATLAB/SCILAB.

CO2
Evaluate the material properties of a composite using 

experimental/analytical methods.

CO3
Demonstrate the macro-mechanical analysis of composite lamina and 

laminates.

CO4 Learn the best & effective practices for carrying out the experimentation

CO5
Follow the professional practices like maintaining a laboratory journal 

and completion of work on time.

CO1
Carryout the analysis of complex engineering problems related to 

Aerodynamics to provide solutions.

CO2
Use the Modern Software Tool for solving & simulation the simple fluid 

flow cases.

25 0AEPC357
Composite Materials & 

Structures Laboratory

26 0AEPC357
Computational Fluid 

Dynamics Laboratory

23 0AEPC358
Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicles Laboratory

24 0AEPC360
Aircraft Design 

Laboratory



CO3
Effectively record the analysis reports of the Analysis Report carried out 

using the software tool and present them orally.

CO4

Recognize the need for life-long learning of the modern tools & 

techniques used for providing solutions to the complex engineering 

problems.

CO5 Follow professional and ethical principles during laboratory work

CO1
Prepare solid, assembly and surface models with suitable constraints and 

2D drafting.

CO2 Prepare 3 dimensional design of typical aircraft & its component.

CO3
Demonstrate kinematics of assembly for aircraft engine components 

using CATIA software.

CO4 Communicate effectively, both orally and in writing journals.

CO5 Practice professional and ethical behaviour to carry forward in their life.

CO6
Recognize the need of modeling software and utilize it for their project 

work.

CO1 Learn about various methods of Non Destructive Testing.

CO2 Locate surface as well as sub surface flaws of the components.

CO3
Identify use of suitable non-destructive method for particular application 

in industry.

CO4
Use non-destructive techniques in maintenance practices in aerospace 

industry

CO5
Follow the professional practices like mainlining a laboratory journal 

and completion of work on time

CO1
Apply their knowledge and programming skills to compute the Aircraft 

Performance Equations.

CO2
Write a MATLAB Codes for the Generating Aircraft Performance 

Curves.

CO3 Execute & Debug the MATLAB Code for the Syntax & Logical Error

CO4
Follow professional and ethical principles, standards while writing the 

MATLAB Codes

29 0AEPC353 
Aircraft Performance 

Laboratory

27 0AEPC355
Computer Aided Drafting 

Laboratory

28 0AEPC354
Non Destructive Testing 

Laboratory

26 0AEPC357
Computational Fluid 

Dynamics Laboratory



CO5
Recognize the need for learning the Programming Language for solving 

complex Problems related to Engineering.

CO1
Explain the different types of wind tunnels and experimentations used 

for aerodynamic studies.

CO2 Conduct simulations on typical test cases moving at supersonic flow.

CO3
Predict the kind of shock waves generated over the test models using 

computational simulations.

CO4
Explain the different experimentation techniques that can be performed 

in a supersonic wind tunnel.

CO5
Perform test on supersonic wind tunnel to visualize the shock waves 

generated over the test model.

CO6
Recognize the needs for wind tunnel testing while designing real world 

models.

CO1 Recognize the defects present in the materials.  

CO2
Determine the Stresses and Deformations of the specimen by using 

different loading condition.  

CO3
Determine the sectional properties of the specified structure under 

various loading conditions.

CO4
Perform the experiment on given topic and explain with the help of 

knowledge acquired in theory classes.  

CO5
Perform the experiments in the most effective manner without damaging 

the apparatus or specimen.  

CO1 Describe the basic concepts of vibration

CO2 Explain different vibration measuring instruments

CO3
Describe the interaction among the aerodynamic, elastic and inertia 

forces

CO4 Determine natural frequency of mechanical vibrating system/element 

CO5 Compute the parameters of vibration isolation system 

CO6 Identify the vibratory response of mechanical system/element

CO1 Understand Aircraft Maintenance Practices and Tool usages.

33 0AEPC402 

Aircraft General 

Engineering and 

Maintenance

31 0AEPC351
Aircraft Structures  

Laboratory

B.TECH

32 0AEPC401
Vibration and 

Structural Dynamics

29 0AEPC353 
Aircraft Performance 

Laboratory

30 0AEPC352 
Aerodynamics II 

Laboratory



CO2 Carryout Inspections and maintenance checks on aircraft piston engines

CO3
Classify repair procedure that occur in plastic and composite component 

of an Aircraft

CO4
Select the maintenance procedure of various systems of aircraft 

according to various manuals

CO5 Express the safety practices while handling Aircraft hazardous materials

CO1
Explain the historical developments in the Aeronautical Engineering, 

Current Trends in the Aviation Industry

CO2
Comment & Explain in detail the basic components, systems & 

subsystems of the Aircraft and their functions

CO3
Explain the fundamentals of Aerodynamics, Propulsion, Structures & 

Their classifications

CO4
Comment & Explain in detail the basics of Air Transportation & Airport 

Operations 

CO5
Comment & Explain on the material requirements for Aeronautical 

applications

CO6 Identify & Comment on the various configurations of the aircraft

CO1
Describe and recognize various types of wind tunnels, measuring 

equipment’s and their applications.

CO2 Explain various techniques of pressure, force and velocity measurement.

CO3 Analyse qualitative and quantitative flow behaviour over various bodies.

CO4
Select data acquisition system for the aerodynamic characteristic 

measurements. 

CO5 Design and develop models to be tested on wind tunnels.

CO1
Discuss the effects of variable area duct under the effect of varying back 

pressure.

CO2
Estimate the flow parameters over convex and concave corner and 

comment on the downstream flow

35 0AEOE404
Experimental 

Aerodynamics

36 0AEOE405 
Gas Dynamics and Jet 

Propulsion

33 0AEPC402 

Aircraft General 

Engineering and 

Maintenance

34 0AEOE403 Introduction to Flight



CO3
Give an insight into advanced jet & rocket propulsion systems and 

compare one another

CO4 Perform the engine cycle analysis for all thermodynamic cases

CO5
Interpret and design various propulsive systems suitable for the 

application and operation

CO1
Classify the UAV's and will be equipped with knowledge of Design 

process involved 

CO2
Explain the basic aerodynamics and performance concepts associated 

with Fixed wing UAV

CO3
Derive the Equations of motion of an UAV and explain the PID control 

strategy associated with it

CO4
Derive and explain the mathematics associated with Launch and 

recovery systems

CO5
Explain the PID control strategy involved in altitude hold of a 

quadcopter

CO1
Describe and recognize various types of wind tunnels, measuring 

equipments and their applications.

CO2 Explain various techniques of pressure, force and velocity measurement.

CO3 Analyze qualitative and quantitative flow behavior over various bodies.

CO4
Select data acquisition system for the aerodynamic characteristic 

measurements. 

CO5 Design and develop models to be tested on wind tunnels.

CO1
Apply the concept of one dimensional steady state heat conduction to 

solve problems in Plane, Cylindrical and Spherical coordinates

CO2
Explain the Heat Transfer through Fins and the significance of 

Dimensional Analysis in unsteady state conduction

CO3
Analyze the empirical corelations for Forced and Free Convection in 

Laminar and Turbulent Flows

CO4
Apply the various laws governing and the concept of Radiation Heat 

Transfer

39 0AEPE408 Heat and Mass Transfer

37 0AEOE406 Introduction to UAV

38 0AEPE407 
 Experimental 

Aerodynamics

36 0AEOE405 
Gas Dynamics and Jet 

Propulsion



CO5
Explain the general aspects of Boiling and Condensation Heat Transfer; 

and design considerations for Heat Exchangers

CO6 Explain the basic concepts of Mass Transfer

CO1 Prepare the specimens as per standards for respective test.

CO2 Select the appropriate test depending on material and its application.

CO3 Understand, correlate and interpret the results.

CO4 Select the characterization tool for specific application

CO5 Understand basics of thermal analysis techniques.

CO6
Identify and justify the selection of the techniques to evaluate a 

particular sample

CO1
Define objective function, explain  the terms related to optimiztion 

problem, classify them 

CO2
Understand and apply the techniques of classical optimization single and 

multivariable optimization with equality and inequality constraints

CO3
Understand and apply the techniques of linear (Simplex) and nonlinear 

(Elimination and Interpolation) programming  to the optimization 

problems

CO4
Understand and apply techniques of unconstrained optimization through 

different methods

CO5
Apply the concepts of optimal control, optimality criteria, genetic 

algorithm, neural network and need of adaptive control

CO1
Explain the basic configurations of helicopter, main rotor and tail rotor - 

working principles, maintenance and inspection

CO2
Apply the principles of momentum theory and balde element theory for 

the Aerodynamics calculation of Rotor blade

CO3
Analyze the power requirements in forward flight and associated stability 

problems of helicopter.

CO4
Analyze the factors/parameters affecting the helicopter performance 

under the various operational conditions.

CO1 Understand the differences between HTA and LTA systems

CO2 Comment on current developments and future trends of LTA systems

43 0AEPE412  Lighter-Than-Air Systems

41 0AEPE410 
Engineering Design 

Optimization

42 0AEPE411   Helicopter Theory 

39 0AEPE408 Heat and Mass Transfer

40 0AEPE409 
Material Testing and 

Characterisation



CO3
Describe the properties and structure of atmosphere, and state the 

aerostatic principles

CO4
Comment on the technological challenges in design, development and 

operation of an LTA system

CO5
Estimate the static lift generated by an LTA system, given its type, size 

and operating scenario

CO6 Carry out conceptual layout and sizing of an LTA system

CO1 Define the fundamental of hypersonic flow physics

CO2 Explain the theories related to analysis of hypersonic flow

CO3 Analyze the hypersonic shock theories.

CO4 Develop the viscous effect in hypersonic flow.

CO5 Impliment similarity rule on various bodies moving at hypersonic speed.

CO1
To understand the concept of various types of advanced chemical 

propulsion system and its application to real systems

CO2
To demonstrate the utilization of combustion systems in scramjet, ramjet 

propulsion and hypersonic propulsion.

CO3
To infer the concept of nuclear rockets and evaluate the performance, 

operation parameters and handling hazard involved

CO4
To differentiate between electro-thermal and pure electric thrusters and 

interpret the concept for power generation in space.

CO5
To appraise the various micro-propulsion systems developed and 

emerging technologies involved.

CO6 Understand the concepts of hybrid propulsion systems

CO1 Understand the basic concepts of stress, strain and deformation

CO2
Analyse the elastic and plastic behaviour of materials, stress invariants, 

principal stresses and their directions. 

CO3 Analyse strain in variants, principal strains and their directions.

CO4
Develop constitutive relationships between stress and strain for linearly 

elastic solid.

CO5 Apply the concepts of energy methods in solving structural problems. 

45 0AEPE414 
Advanced Propulsion 

Systems

46 0AEPE415
Advanced Mechanics of 

Solids

43 0AEPE412  Lighter-Than-Air Systems

44 0AEPE413 Hypersonic Aerodynamics



CO6 Analyse theories of failure and design considerations for safe operations

Provide preliminary design parameters for compressors and turbines and 

characterize their performance

based on a mean line approach.

Evaluate the operation and performance of a jet engine based on 

compressor and turbine maps for

different operating conditions.

Provide preliminary design parameters and define key design issues, 

constraints and architectures for

main combustors in jet engines.

CO4 Carryout the conceptual design of the Jet Engine

CO1 Understand about the airline industry and its regulatory bodies

CO2 Understand the characteristics of Airline Industry and its characteristics

CO3 Understand the organisational structure of the airline industry

CO4 Understand the security, navigation and traffic control

CO5 Understand the importance of safety and security

CO1 Understand the concept of Lean principles and Six sigma

CO2
Predict the various process mapping for the quality standards to be 

maintained

CO3 Solve Minitabs and the project Charter

CO4 Solve various problems on conceptual knowledge of DMAIC 

CO5 Categorize Various phases under DMAIC

CO 1
Identify the various cockpit controls and Describe the principle and 

working of different aircraft systems.

CO2
Distinguish between the features and working of various flight control 

systems.

CO3
Using the components of a fuel system illustrates the operation of 

integrated civil aircraft fuel systems and in- flight refuelling and also 

troubleshoot the snags. 

50 0AEPC419 
Avionics and 

Instrumentation

48 0AEPE417
Airline and Airport 

Management

49 0AEPE418 Lean Six Sigma

47 0AEPE416 Aircraft Engine Design

CO1

CO2

CO3

46 0AEPE415
Advanced Mechanics of 

Solids



CO4
Prepare process chart for installation, inspection & troubleshooting  

procedures of avionics & electrical components

CO1 Understand general concepts of space mechanics and solar system. 

CO2 Interpret n-body problem and solve the two body problems.  

CO3
Understand general aspects of satellite injection in trajectory and launch 

vehicle performance. 

CO4
Apply the knowledge of satellite orbit perturbations to solve the 

problems. 

CO5 Demonstrate trajectory selection for interplanetary missions. 

CO6
Identify the need of low thrust trajectories and describe basic concept of 

low thrust trajectories. 

CO1
Illustrate the fundamental concepts, equations of equilibrium, Stress-

strain relations and the principle of potential energy and approximations 

of differential equations. 

CO2
Compute the key concepts of finite element formulations by considering 

the 1D problem, just as Shape function, element stiffness and boundary 

conditions.

CO3
Apply the finite element formulations for two dimensional plane stress 

and plane strain problems using constant strain triangle  

CO4
Demonstrate the modelling aspects of axisymmetric solids subjected to 

axisymmetric loading  

CO5
Use the Galerkin formulation for steady state heat transfer, torsion and 

potential flow.  

CO1 Describe the atmospheric wind and its elements.

CO2 Explain wind energy harvesting using different methods

CO3 Develop flow control techniques for vehicle aerodynamics

CO4 Explain effects of wind loading on building and urban planning.

CO5 Explain wind structure induced vibration

CO1
Apply the basic concept of thermochemistry to combustion related 

problems.

CO2
Demonstrate the utilization of the concept of chemical kinetics in 

combustion reactions.

54 1AEES204 Applied Thermodynamics

52 0AEPC421  Finite Element Analysis

53 0AEPE422 
Automobile & Industrial 

Aerodynamics

50 0AEPC419 
Avionics and 

Instrumentation

51 0AEPC420 Space Mechanics



CO3
Distinguish between premixed and diffusion flames including their 

properties, and their use in combustion devices and rockets.

CO4
Differentiate between deflagration and detonation process and interpret 

the concept for computation and analysis of the transition phenomenon.

CO5
Evaluate the combustion processes taking place in different types of 

chemical rockets.

co6 Understand the effects of pollutant emissions and able to quantify it.

CO1 Study the instruments for measurement

CO2
Determine the stress-strain values in material and structure subjected to 

static and dynamic forces & loads

CO3
Acquiring information's the usage of strain gauges and photo elastic 

techniques of measurement.

CO4
Formulate and solve general three dimensional problems of stress-strain 

analysis especially fundamental problems of elasticity.

CO5
Analyze the strain gauge data under various loading condition by using 

gauge rosette method

CO6 Understand elastic behavior of solid bodies using coating techniques

CO1

Explain and fundamentals of Radars, missile guidance, navigation 

systems, and describe the behaviour of 1 and 2 order linear time 

invariant systems

CO2
Apply the concept of frequency response & Laplace transform to 

describe the stability in time domain and frequency domain using bode 

plot and root locus techniques

CO3
Apply the concept of radar equation and Doppler shift to evaluate the 

minimum detectable distance 

CO4
Apply the guidance laws to a missile to hit a specified target using 

classical and modern guidance laws 

CO1  Describe the complexity of airline planning, operations and dispatch.

CO2 Calculate the shortest path flow for minimum cost flow problem.

CO3 Understand the maximum path flow for multi commodity flow problem.

56 0AEPE425
Navigation, Guidance and 

Control

57 0AEPE426  
Flight Scheduling and 

Operations

54 1AEES204 Applied Thermodynamics

55 0AEPC424  
Experimental Stress 

Analysis



CO4
 Analyse the Integer programming models- set covering/ partitioning 

problems, traveling salesman problem

CO5
Differentiate and analyse the problems in aircraft routing and 

management for maintenance of regular operations.

co6
Analyze the role of solution for constructing flight scheduling and 

operations.

CO1 Understand various Air worthiness requirements for Civil Aviation

CO2 Understand various Series of CAR

CO3 Interpret various Aircraft maintenance programmes under CAR

CO4 Understand the various process of registration of aircraft

CO5
Understand the various documents to be carried on an Indian registered 

aircraft

CO1
Describe the physical mechanisms of the transition from laminar to 

turbulent flow for a simple flow case

CO2
Explain Kolmogorov’s theory, including the basic assumptions and the 

validity of the theory

CO3 From a phenomenological perspective, assess if a flow is turbulent

CO4
Describe the character of the turbulence in different flow situations with 

respect to the properties and development of the turbulence

CO5
Explain how the differences between these flow situations are reflected 

in the modelling

CO1
Demonstrate the processing of different types of solid propellants and 

effect of processing on the vital properties of solid propellants.

CO2 To comprehend the fundamentals of solid propellant grain design.

CO3 Design solid propellant grain for static and flight rocket motors.

CO4
Evaluate the ignition delay and combustion parameters of a liquid rocket 

engine for different combustion chamber configurations

CO5
To demonstrate the characteristics of the cryogenic fluid and the 

challenges acquired in achieving it.

CO6
Evaluate the technical problems associated with propellant loading and 

other design issues associated with a liquid rockets engine.

60 0AEPE429 
Introduction to Propellant 

Technology

58 0AEPE427
  Aircraft Rules and 

Regulations - DGCA (CAR)

59 0AEPE428   Turbulence Modelling

57 0AEPE426  
Flight Scheduling and 

Operations



CO1
Explain processing, characterization and properties of high temperature 

materials.

CO2 Determine failure of material is due to creep or fatigue.

CO3 Apply knowledge of creep resistance in design of material.

CO4
Anlyse damage mechanism and failure of components at elevated 

temperatures

CO5 Discuss factors influencing the oxidation and hot corrosion.

co6 Choose the material for high temperature application.

CO1
Derive the general transport equation and use it for physical process of 

interest, apply the FDM and FVM methods to transport equation

CO2
Understand and Apply the concept of FVM to steady/ unsteady 1D and 

2D Heat diffusion equation

CO3
Understand and Apply the concept of FVM to steady/ unsteady 1D and 

2D  Diffusion and Convection equation

CO4
Understand and apply the iterative solving method to the system of linear 

equations

CO5
Understand and apply the concept of various schemes to solve the 

diffusion and convection equation

CO1
Understand the requirement of air traffic control systems and types of air 

traffic control system.

CO2 Understand flight information systems and rules of air traffic systems.

CO3 Understand indirection indicator systems for air navigation

CO4 Identify the Various Navigation Services

CO5 Understand the various Airport Lighting systems

CO1
Apply the basic rules and theorems of probability theory, to determine 

probabilities that help to solve engineering problems.

CO2

Appropriately choose, define and/or derive probability distributions such 

as the Binomial, Poisson and Normal etc. to model and solve engineering 

problems.

CO3
Formulate and test hypotheses about means, variances and proportions 

and to draw conclusions based on the results of statistical tests.

64 0AEPE433  Probability and Statistics

62 0AEPE431
 Numerical Heat transfer 

and Fluid Flow 

63 0AEPE432 
Air Traffic Control and 

Airport Management

61 0AEPE430 
 High Temeprature 

Materials



CO4

Demonstrate how regression analysis can be used to develop an equation 

that estimates how two variables are related and how the analysis of 

variance procedure can be used to determine if means of more than two 

populations are equal

CO5
Solve queuing theory problems for Pure Birth process and Death Process 

M/M/1 Mo

co 6
Apply the concepts of Markov Chains and Stochastic Matrix to solve 

engineering problems.

CO1 Illustrate and Carry out measurement of various vibration parameters.

CO2 Determine the behavior of system under different vibratory conditions.

CO3
Analyze the vibration phenomena as a mathematical model & evaluate 

its response.

CO4 Carry out the Performance study of the vibration of plate and beam.

CO5 Effectively record the results and analyze them to provide a conclusion.

CO 6 
Follow the professional practices like mainlining a laboratory journal 

and completion of work on time.

CO1
Incorporate FAA/DGCA/EASA guidelines used in maintenance & repair, 

layouting, markings and sketching

CO2 Perform the Basic  maintenance and rigging operation on cessna 152

CO3 Calibrate various aircraft instruments like altimeter

CO4
Sketch the various flight control panels in the aircraft confined to the  

various regulations

CO5
Read the technical drawing and adher necessary information from the 

diagram

CO6

Prepare & present a maintenance log for all the experiments, with 

suitable procedures, diagrams, layouts, sketches, adhering to the norms 

and regulations of FAA/DGCA/ EASA

CO1
Define virtual instrumentation concepts, Compare traditional and virtual 

instrumentation.

66 0AEPC452
 Aircraft Systems 

Laboratory

67 0AEPC453
 Virtural Instrumentation 

Laboratory

64 0AEPE433  Probability and Statistics

65 0AEPC451 
 Structural Dynamics 

Laboratory



CO2
Discuss operating systems required for virtual instrumentation, Illustrate 

implementation methods for instrumentation.

CO3
Familiarize the basics and interfacing of Virtual Instrumentation using 

LabVIEW 

CO4 Effectively record the results and analyze them to provide a conclusion.

CO5
Follow the professional practices like mainlining a laboratory journal 

and completion of work on time.

CO1
Carryout the Aircraft Maintenance, start up and Tools identification 

knowledge on Cessna 152.

CO2
Utilize suitable tools to carryout maintenance and repair on aircraft 

components.

CO3 Demonstrate the inspection procedures as per DGCA norms.

CO4
Effectively Record the observations of Inspection, maintenances through 

check list and logs. 

CO5
Follow the Professional practices like punctuality and following safety 

procedures.

CO1
Effectively use the modern tool/ techniques to investigate the problem statement 

effectively and Recognize the need for continuously updating their modern tool 

usage skills

CO2
Recognize and follow the professional and ethical responsibility as an Individual 

and also contribute to the team work for the success of the project

CO3
Effectively record the reports based on the work carried and present them orally, 

with reasoning and justification

CO4
Manage a project, leading to the successful completion of the work within the 

deadlines and budget constraints

CO1
Identify a problem statement related to their area of interest, carry out an 

detailed literature review and arrive at an research gap

CO2 Develop an methodology for designing a solution for the problem identified

CO3
Develop and Conduct Experiments on setups (or) Carry out computer 

simulation analysis and Interpret of Data from experiments (or) computer 

simulations

70 0AEPR456   Project Phase I

68 0AEPC454

  Aircraft General 

Engineering Maintenance 

Laboratory

69 0AEPR455   Industrial Training

67 0AEPC453
 Virtural Instrumentation 

Laboratory



CO4
Effectively use the modern tool/ techniques to investigate the problem statement 

effectively and Recognize the need for continuously updating their modern tool 

usage skills

CO5
Recognize and follow the professional and ethical responsibility as an Individual 

and also contribute to the team work for the success of the project

CO6
Effectively record the reports based on the work carried and present them orally, 

with reasoning and justification

CO7
Manage a project, leading to the successful completion of the work within the 

deadlines and budget constraints

70 0AEPR456   Project Phase I
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PSO Statement

1
PSO1. Apply the knowledge of aeronautical engineering in the Design and Development, Operating, Maintaining and

overhauling of the products enhancing the mobility in the society.

2
PSO2. Develop aeronautical and aviation frameworks, and subsystems to overcome the challenges faced by the aviation

industry through innovative solutions leading to employability and entrepreneurial development.

Sr.No. Course Code Course Name Cou CO Statement

CO1 Solve the problems on Fourier Series and Laplace Transform.                                   

CO2 Make use of Linear Differential Equation to solve the Aeronautical Engineering problems.

CO3 Make use of Partial Differential Equation to solve the Aeronautical Engineering problems.

CO4 Solve the problems of vector calculus.                                                                              

CO5 Demonstrate Numerical ability to solve the problem.                                                        

CO1 Explain the fluid properties, their definitions & SI units.

CO2
Apply the basic laws of nature to derive the fluid flow governing equations & use them for solving the 

problems related to fluid mechanics.

CO3
Apply the dimensional analysis technique to obtain the equations for the problems related to fluid mechanics 

and use the similarity laws for carrying out the prototype testing.

CO4
Explain basic terminology & the working principle of various fluid machinery and will be able to draw the 

velocity triangle of the turbo machinery.

CO5
Comment on the significance of the Governing equations of the fluid flow in solving the fluid mechanics 

problems using the computational methods and explain the basic terminology involved in computational fluid 

dynamics.

CO6
Calculate the losses that occur when a fluid passes through closed conduits and analyze them to select the 

dimensions and material for the minimum loss.
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CO7
Determine the lift & drag forces on the bodies like flat plate, cylinder & aerofoil and comment on the 

comparative study. 

CO1 Explain the basic concepts related to stress and strains in engineering components.

CO2 Construct a Mohr's circle for given plane stress problem to calculate stress components.

CO3
Apply the fundamental concepts of principle of superposition, equilibrium, force-deformation, and stress-

strain relationships to the solid mechanics problems.

CO4 Calculate the shear force, bending moment, stresses and deflections in a beam under given load conditions.

CO5 Calculate the shear stresses in shafts subjected to torsion. 

CO6
Perform structural analysis by hand computations and design bars, shafts, beams and columns with the use of 

theories of failure.

CO1
Explain the basic physical quantities & their Units, principles of thermodynamics such as systems, properties, 

and thermodynamics laws.

CO2 Explain the concept of Entropy & its significance in the irreversible & reversible process. 

CO3 Apply the First Law of Thermodynamics to solve problems related to the Flow & Non Flow Processes. 

CO4 Apply the Second Law of Thermodynamics to solve problems related to thermodynamic cycles. 

CO5 Solve the problems based on the air standard cycles such as Otto cycle, Diesel and Brayton cycle, etc.

CO6
Know definitions of fuel, oxidizer and combustion; concepts related to element conservation; calculate 

enthaply of reaction, enthalpy of combustion and heating values; determine adiabatic flame temperature.

CO1 Explain the historical developments in the Aeronautical Engineering, Current Trends in the Aviation Industry

CO2 Comment & Explain in detail the basic components, systems & subsystems of the Aircraft and their functions

4

5

 Fluid 

Mechanics
1AEES202 2

3 1AEES203
 Mechanics of 

Materials

1AEES204

 Applied 

Theromodyna

mics

1AEPC205 

 Introduction to 

Aerospace 

Engineering
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CO3 Explain the fundamentals of Aerodynamics, Propulsion, Structures & Their classifications

CO4 Comment & Explain in detail the basics of Air Transportation & Airport Operations 

CO5 Comment & Explain on the material requirements for Aeronautical applications

CO6 Identify & Comment on the various configurations of the aircraft

CO1
Describe the technique of manufacturing different parts of aircraft like Casting, Joining, Machining, Shaping 

and Forming 

CO2 Interpret the concept of conventional and unconventional manufacturing processes                

CO3 Take a decision on manufacturing technique for manufacturing given component or a product

CO4 Estimate production cost, selling cost with profit margin for products with respect to the production methods

CO5 Relate the advance manufacturing method's amplification in the Aircraft production line

CO1 Decide the manufacturing method and techniques for the given design

CO2 Illustrate sample company certifications and IPR

CO3 Perform all the machining works on the given work piece

CO4 Make use of production tools and equipment to manufacture given simple components

CO5 Follow professional ethics and virtue throughout the entire course and forth

CO1
Apply the basic fluid mechanics principles for determining the fluid & flow characteristics using the 

measuring instruments.

8

Fluid 

Mechanics 

Laboratory

1AEES254 

5

6

7

1AEPC205 
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Aerospace 

Engineering
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 Aircraft 

Production 

Technology
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 Aircraft 

Production 
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CO2 Determine the forces acting on the bodies due to fluid flow over them using the Wind Tunnel 

CO3 Verify the fluid mechanics laws using the experimental methods

CO4 Carry out the Performance study of the Fluid Machinery

CO5 Effectively record the results and analyze them to provide a conclusion.

CO6 Learn the best & effective practices for carrying out the experimentation.

CO7 Follow the professional practices like mainlining a laboratory journal and completion of work on time.

CO1 Explain the behavior of the materials under tension, compression, bending and torsion loading conditions.

CO2 Calculate the stresses and strains induced in the bodies under the given loading condition.

CO3 Effectively carry out the experiment and record the results, analyze them to provide a conclusion.

CO4 Learn the best & effective practices for carrying out the experimentation.

CO1
Conduct the experiment as per standard process to find properties of lubricants such as Aniline point, cloud 

and pour point, flash and fire point and grease penetration no., dropping point etc. 

CO2 Evaluate the isothermal efficiency and volumetric efficiency of an air compressor. 

CO3 Evaluate the calorific value of any given substance. 

CO4 Perform the experiments in a group as a leader as well as a member

CO5 Communicate the results and write the report effectively

8

 Applied 

Thermodynami

cs Laboratory

1AEES256 10

9 1AEES255 

Mechanics of 

Materials 

Laboratory

Fluid 

Mechanics 

Laboratory
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CO6 Pursue professional and ethical principles during laboratory work

CO7 Follow the professional practices like mainlining a laboratory journal and completion of work on time.

CO1
Analyze the various types of errors which are a part of scientific computing and perform the curve fitting & 

the statistical analysis of the experimental data generated.

CO2 Solve the mathematical problems involving the algebraic, Transcendal equations and Linear Equations

CO3 Solve the mathematical problems involving the Numerical Integration & Differentiation

CO4 Obtain the the solutions of Ordinary & Partial Differential Equations with the given boundary

CO1 Explain the Fluid properties, & their Governing Equations in various forms.

CO2 Apply the basics of Fluid Mechanics to derive the Lift & Drag equations acting over the bodies. 

CO3 Calculate the Lift Force Coefficient  & Lift Distribution over the Finite Wing of an Aircraft

CO4
Calculate the Induced & Skin Friction Drag over the Finite Wings & explain the Flow control techniques to 

control the boundary layer

CO5
Explain & Determine the Thrust & Thrust Coefficient acting on the Propellers applied to Aircraft, Helicopter 

& Hovercraft

CO1 Differentiate and explain the working principle of air breathing and non-air breathing engines. 

CO2 Distinguish and explain the intakes and exhaust systems and gas turbine combustions used in aircrafts.

CO3
Apply control volume analysis and the integral momentum equation to estimate the forces produced by 

Aircraft Propulsion systems.

CO4
Describe the principal design parameters and constraints that set the performance of gas turbine engines, and 

to apply ideal-cycle analysis to a gas turbine engine to relate thrust and air fuel ratio. 

12 1AEPC208
Low Speed 

Aerodynamics

1AEPC20913
Air Breathing 

Propulsion

 Applied 

Thermodynami

cs Laboratory

1AEES256 10
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CO5 Use velocity triangles to estimate the performance of a compressor or turbine stage. 

CO 

6
Comment of the factors that affect combustion process and design factors of combustion chamber

CO1 Understand basics of the structure- properties relationship

CO2 Explain different phase diagrams, predict and calculate amount of phases using the phase diagram

CO3 Apply principles of heat treatments of steels.

CO4 Explain composition, properties and use of different materials used in aircraft construction.

CO5 Understand the basic structure and loads acting on aircraft components

CO 

6
Applying the design considerations of aircraft structures

CO1 Describe the principle and working of different aircraft systems.

CO2 Distinguish between the features and working of various flight control systems.

CO3 Compare the aircraft piston engine and jet engines fuel system components and its operational features.

CO4 Illustrate the need of cabin pressurization and auxiliary systems.

CO5 Justify the statement that “all the aircraft instrument are either Gyroscopic or Inertial”

CO 

6

Trouble shoot the snags detected in various aircraft systems and suggest methods to minimize the 

maintenance of various system components

CO1 Understanding basic purpose of profession, professional ethics and various moral and social issues.

1AEPC211

Aircraft 

Systems and 

Instruments

16 1AEHS252
Professional 

Ethics

1AEPC20913
Air Breathing 

Propulsion

14 1AEPC210 

Aerospace 

Materials and 

Structures

15
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CO2
Awareness of professional rights and responsibilities of a Engineer, safety and risk benefit analysis of a 

Engineer

CO3 Acquiring knowledge of various roles of Engineer In applying ethical principles at various professional levels

CO4 Professional Ethical values and contemporary issues

CO5 Excelling in competitive and challenging environment to contribute to industrial growth. 

CO 

6
Identify the essential qualities for progressing in career. 

CO1 Know importance and scope of environmental studies. 

CO2 Explain the importance of public awareness on environmental problems. 

CO3 Explain about natural resources and biodiversity. 

CO4 Describe scientific, technological and economic solutions to environmental problems.

CO5 Explain the pollution control and waste management. 

CO1
Apply Numerical Methods/Techniques to find the solutions of simple engineering problems using computer 

program 

CO2 Implement the numerical algorithm as a  MATLAB script to compute the solution for the given problem   

CO3 Debug the MATLAB script for any syntax or logical errors for proper execution 

CO4
Follow professional ethics and complete the laboratory work regularly along with the maintenance of lab 

journal 

CO1 Draft the given aerofoil over a graph sheet and prepare the model 

CO2 Demonstrate the flow visualization over the Aerofoil & Propeller and Explain the flow patterns. 

16 1AEHS252
Professional 

Ethics

19 1AEPC258 
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CO3 Use the wind tunnel effectively for the carrying out the experimentation over the aerofoil models.

CO4 Effectively record the results and analyse in details to provide a conclusion

CO5 Follow the professional practices like mainlining a laboratory journal and completion of work on time.

CO1 Explain the various systems of aircraft piston engine, jet engines and Identify the systems on the engines

CO2
Use the concept of forced and free convective heat transfer and perform experiment on the heat transfer 

apparatus 

CO3 Explain the Heat of combustion of aviation fuel and how to find it using given set up

CO4 Effectively record the results and analyse in details to provide a conclusion

CO5 Follow the professional practices like mainlining a laboratory journal and completion of work on time.

CO1 Sketch the bending stress distribution over symmetrical and unsymmetrical cross sections

CO2
Apply principles of structural analyses to calculate the shear flow of various cross sections to anticipate shear 

center location

CO3 Interpret the Torsional constants of thin-walled beams which are subjected to shear and torsional loads.

CO4 Implement structural idealization to various cross sections to perform stress analysis

CO5 Relate Structural idealization to the stress analysis of various aircraft components

CO1 Describe the necessity of stability for dynamic systems like Aircraft.

CO2 Derive the Mathematical equations required to analyse aircraft performance, stability and control

CO3
Apply the mathematical expressions for calculating the aircraft flight performance under the different 

operational envelopes

1AEPC259 

Air Breathing 

Propulsion  

Laboratory

1AEPC301
Aircraft 

Structures

20

21
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CO4
Estimate the static stability parameters such as neutral point, control power etc. for longitudinal and lateral 

directional motion of aircraft

CO5
Analyse the factors/parameters affecting the aircraft flight performance under the various operational 

conditions

co6
Estimate the Dynamic stability parameters  for longitudinal and lateral directional motion of aircraft using 

linearized EOM

CO1
Understand the characteristics of compressible flow in various flow regimes – subsonic, transonic, supersonic 

and hypersonic

CO2 Use quasi one dimensional theory to analyse compressible flow problems.

CO3 Estimate the normal and oblique shock properties.

CO4 Analyse the flow behaviour over a convex corner, estimate the flow properties through a constant area duct.

CO5 Analyse the flow characteristics over different aerodynamic profiles at various flow regimes.

CO6 Predict the supersonic flow characteristics over the various wing types and various aircraft configurations.

CO1 Understand various concepts of advanced propulsion techniques. 

CO2 Describe solid, liquid and hybrid rocket motors and their composition. 

CO3 Explain the fundamentals of rocket propulsion and working of individual rocket propulsion components.  

CO4 Understand various concepts of electric propulsion system in application to electric thrusters.

CO5 Evaluate the various parameters of Electrostatic and Ion thrusters. 

CO1 Describe and recognize various types of wind tunnels, measuring equipment’s and their applications.

1AEPE305
Experimental 

Aerodynamics

1AEPC304

25

Aerospace 

Propulsion
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22 1AEPC302 Flight Dynamics

24
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CO2 Explain various techniques of pressure, force and velocity measurement.

CO3 Analyse qualitative and quantitative flow behaviour over various bodies.

CO4 Select data acquisition system for the aerodynamic characteristic measurements. 

CO5 Design and develop models to be tested on wind tunnels.

CO1
Apply the concept of one dimensional steady state heat conduction to solve problems in Plane, Cylindrical 

and Spherical coordinates

CO2
Explain the Heat Transfer through Fins and the significance of Dimensional Analysis in unsteady state 

conduction

CO3 Analyse the empirical correlations for Forced and Free Convection in Laminar and Turbulent Flows

CO4 Apply the various laws governing and the concept of Radiation Heat Transfer

CO5
Explain the general aspects of Boiling and Condensation Heat Transfer; and design considerations for Heat 

Exchangers

CO6 Explain the basic concepts of Mass Transfer

CO1 Prepare the specimens as per standards for respective test.

CO2 Select the appropriate test depending on material and its application.

CO3 Understand, correlate and interpret the results.

CO4 Select the characterization tool for specific application

CO5 Understand basics of thermal analysis techniques.

1AEPE306 
Heat and Mass 

Transfer

1AEPE307

Material 
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CO6 Identify and justify the selection of the techniques to evaluate a particular sample

CO1 Define objective function, explain  the terms related to optimization problem, classify them 

CO2
Understand and apply the techniques of classical optimization single and multivariable optimization with 

equality and inequality constraints

CO3
Understand and apply the techniques of linear (Simplex) and nonlinear (Elimination and Interpolation) 

programming  to the optimization problems

CO4 Understand and apply techniques of unconstrained optimization through different methods

CO5
Apply the concepts of optimal control, optimality criteria, genetic algorithm, neural network and need of 

adaptive control

CO1
Explain the basic configurations of helicopter, main rotor and tail rotor - working principles, maintenance 

and inspection

CO2
Apply the principles of momentum theory and baled element theory for the Aerodynamics calculation of 

Rotor blade

CO3 Analyse the power requirements in forward flight and associated stability problems of helicopter.

CO4 Analyse the factors/parameters affecting the helicopter performance under the various operational conditions.

CO1 Understand the differences between HTA and LTA systems

CO2 Comment on current developments and future trends of LTA systems

CO3 Describe the properties and structure of atmosphere, and state the aerostatic principles

CO4 Comment on the technological challenges in design, development and operation of an LTA system

CO5 Estimate the static lift generated by an LTA system, given its type, size and operating scenario

1AEPE307

Material 

Testing  and 

Characterizatio

n

1AEPE308

Engineering 

Design 

Optimization

Helicopter 

Theory
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CO6 Carry out conceptual layout and sizing of an LTA system

CO1 Explain the historical developments in the Aeronautical Engineering, Current Trends in the Aviation Industry

CO2 Comment & Explain in detail the basic components, systems & subsystems of the Aircraft and their functions

CO3 Explain the fundamentals of Aerodynamics, Propulsion, Structures & Their classifications

CO4 Comment & Explain in detail the basics of Air Transportation & Airport Operations 

CO5 Comment & Explain on the material requirements for Aeronautical applications

CO6 Identify & Comment on the various configurations of the aircraft

CO1 Describe and recognize various types of wind tunnels, measuring equipment’s and their applications.

CO2 Explain various techniques of pressure, force and velocity measurement.

CO3 Analyse qualitative and quantitative flow behavior over various bodies.

CO4 Select data acquisition system for the aerodynamic characteristic measurements. 

CO5 Design and develop models to be tested on wind tunnels.

CO1 Discuss the effects of variable area duct under the effect of varying back pressure.

CO2 Estimate the flow parameters over convex and concave corner and comment on the downstream flow

CO3 Give an insight into advanced jet & rocket propulsion systems and compare one another

32 1AEOE312 

Introduction to 
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33 1AEOE313
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CO4 Perform the engine cycle analysis for all thermodynamic cases

CO5 Interpret and design various propulsive systems suitable for the application and operation

CO1 Classify the UAV's and will be equipped with knowledge of Design process involved 

CO2 Explain the basic aerodynamics and performance concepts associated with Fixed wing UAV

CO3 Derive the Equations of motion of an UAV and explain the PID control strategy associated with it

CO4 Derive and explain the mathematics associated with Launch and recovery systems

CO5 Explain the PID control strategy involved in altitude hold of a quadcopter

CO1 Explain the use of tools/skills  and relevant theory learned in the industry

CO2 Apply the knowledge learned to the an Aeronautical and allied problems 

CO3 Use the Modern tools learned effectively to solve the problems and interpret the results 

CO4 Document the results and present them before the department committee on time

CO1 Understand the most important communication skills required for becoming competent professionals

CO2 Understand the 4 modules of competencies required for excelling in IELTS examinations

CO3 Understand the various accents in English communication

CO4 Apply the Professional and General writing styles 

33 1AEOE313

Introduction 

Gas Dynamics 

and Jet 

Propulsion

1AEOE314
Introduction to 

UAV
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Self Learning 
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CO5 Apply the Professional and General speaking styles 

CO6 Apply the concepts of Presenting a topic with the use of effective body language and Audio/Visual Aids

CO1 Understand existing literatures, analyse and identify the research gaps and formulate project objective(s)

CO2 Evaluate existing methodologies and adopt a suitable research methodology

CO3 Develop the required technical expertise and infrastructure to perform the project

CO1 Determine the Stresses and Deformations of the specimen by using different loading condition.  

CO2 Identify use of suitable non-destructive method for particular application.

CO3 Fabricate and analysis of composite structures

CO4
Perform the experiment on given topic and explain with the help of knowledge acquired in theory classes.

CO5 Use non-destructive techniques in maintenance practices in aerospace industry. 

CO6
Follow the professional practices like maintaining a laboratory journal and completion of work on time.

CO1 Apply their knowledge and programming skills to compute the Aircraft Performance Equations.

CO2
Write a MATLAB Codes for the Generating Aircraft Performance Curves and Execute & Debug the 

MATLAB/Python Code for the Syntax & Logical Errors

CO3 Estimate the Stick fixed and free Neutral point for a given the aircraft data

CO4 Estimate the aerodynamic parameters using ANN 

36

38
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CO5 Demonstrate how to interface and acquire the information from the sensors

CO6 Follow professional and ethical principles, standards while writing the MATLAB/Python Codes

CO7
Recognize the need for learning the Programming Language for solving complex Problems related to 

Engineering.

CO1 Describe the basic concepts of vibration

CO2 Explain different vibration measuring instruments

CO3 Describe the interaction among the aerodynamic, elastic and inertia forces

CO4 Determine natural frequency of mechanical vibrating system/element

CO5 Compute the parameters of vibration isolation system 

CO6 Identify the vibratory response of mechanical system/element.

CO1
Describe components of the CFD algorithms, the role of CFD algorithms in the product design cycle & the 

governing equations of the fluid flow applicable for the general & special cases of the fluid flows.

CO2
Discuss the need for grids, types of grid generation techniques & the advancements in the grid generation 

process.

CO3
Categorize the Partial Differential Governing Equations applicable for specific fluid flow cases by applying 

the principles of mathematics.

CO4
Describe the various Finite Difference & Finite Volume schemes used in the Computational Algorithms & 

Apply them for solving simple fluid flow cases.

CO5
Describe the role of Turbulence Models in the CFD Solution Procedure and Apply and use the appropriate 

Turbulence Models for solving the cases.

CO6 Analyse the Stability characteristics of the various Finite Difference schemes.
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CO1 Explain the Basic concepts related to space dynamics such as Celestial sphere, Newton’s laws of motion, 

CO2 Apply the concept of two body and restricted three body problem to celestial objects of interest

CO3 Explain the concept of Unrestricted three body and Many body problem 

CO4 Apply the concept of various orbital manoeuvres for interplanetary  trajectories 

CO5 Apply the concept of Lagrange multiplier to determine the optimal staging for rockets

CO1 Define the fundamental of hypersonic flow physics

CO2 Explain the theories related to analysis of hypersonic flow

CO3 Analyse the hypersonic shock theories.

CO4 Develop the viscous effect in hypersonic flow.

CO5 Implement similarity rule on various bodies moving at hypersonic speed.

CO1
To understand the concept of various types of advanced chemical propulsion system and its application to 

real systems

CO2
To demonstrate the utilization of combustion systems in scramjet, ramjet propulsion and hypersonic 

propulsion.

CO3
To infer the concept of nuclear rockets and evaluate the performance, operation parameters and handling 

hazard involved

CO4
To differentiate between electro-thermal and pure electric thrusters and interpret the concept for power 

generation in space.

CO5 To appraise the various micro-propulsion systems developed and emerging technologies involved.

Hypersonic 

Aerodynamics
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CO6 Understand the concepts of hybrid propulsion systems

CO1 Understand the basic concepts of stress, strain and deformation

CO2 Analyse the elastic and plastic behavior of materials, stress invariants, principal stresses and their directions. 

CO3 Analyze strain in variants, principal strains and their directions.

CO4 Develop constitutive relationships between stress and strain for linearly elastic solid.

CO5 Apply the concepts of energy methods in solving structural problems. 

CO6 Analyze theories of failure and design considerations for safe operations

CO1  Describe the complexity of airline planning, operations and dispatch.

CO2 Calculate the shortest path flow for minimum cost flow problem.

CO3 Understand the maximum path flow for multi commodity flow problem.

CO4  Analyse the Integer programming models- set covering/ partitioning problems, traveling salesman problem

CO5
Differentiate and analyze the problems in aircraft routing and management for maintenance of regular 

operations.

co6 Analyze the role of solution for constructing flight scheduling and operations.

CO1
Describe about the various design process and methodology, and will be able to explain about various types 

of configuration alternatives and their significance

CO2 Describe about various cost factors involved in the operation of an aircraft and about airline economics

CO3
Apply the knowledge of design and estimate take-off weight and the dimensional parameters of wing, 

fuselage, tail, control surfaces and Engine based on the requirement
47
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CO4 Analyze the performance characteristics- take-off, landing level turn, climb for the given aircrafts

CO5 Estimate the Drag characteristics, air loads, V-n diagram gust load diagrams for the Aircrafts

co6 Perform constrain and performance analysis for the given design problem

CO1 Understand the differences between HTA and LTA systems

CO2 Comment on current developments and future trends of LTA systems

CO3 Describe the properties and structure of atmosphere, and state the aerostatic principles

CO4 Comment on the technological challenges in design, development and operation of an LTA system

CO5 Estimate the static lift generated by an LTA system, given its type, size and operating scenario

CO6 Carry out conceptual layout and sizing of an LTA system

CO1 Understand about the airline industry and its regulatory bodies

CO2 Understand the characteristics of Airline Industry and its characteristics

CO3 Understand the organisational structure of the airline industry

CO4 Understand the security, navigation and traffic control

CO5 Understand the importance of safety and security

CO1  Describe the complexity of airline planning, operations and dispatch.

CO2 Calculate the shortest path flow for minimum cost flow problem.
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CO3 Understand the maximum path flow for multi commodity flow problem.

CO4  Analyse the Integer programming models- set covering/ partitioning problems, traveling salesman problem

CO5
Differentiate and analyze the problems in aircraft routing and management for maintenance of regular 

operations.

CO1 Understand the basic features and modalities about Indian constitution. 

CO2 Understand the functioning of Indian parliamentary system at the center and state level. 

CO3 Understand the different aspects of Indian Legal System and its related bodies. 

CO4 Apply different laws and regulations related to engineering practices.

CO 

5
Differentiate the role of Engineers in different organizations and governance

CO1 Illustrate and Carry out measurement of various vibration parameters. 

CO2 Determine the behavior of system under different vibratory conditions. 

CO3 Analyze the vibration phenomena as a mathematical model & evaluate its response.

CO4 Carry out the Performance study of the vibration of plate and beam 

CO5 Effectively record the results and analyze them to provide a conclusion. 

co6 Follow the professional practices like mainlining a laboratory journal and completion of work on time. 

CO1 Carryout the analysis of complex engineering problems related to Aerodynamics to provide solutions 

CO2 Use the Modern Software Tool for solving & simulation the simple fluid flow cases 
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CO3
Effectively record the analysis reports of the Analysis Report carried out using the software tool and present 

them orally. 

CO4
Recognize the need for life-long learning of the modern tools & techniques used for providing solutions to 

the complex engineering problems 

CO5 Follow professional and ethical principles during laboratory work 

CO1 Understand the basic concepts and Principles of Quality Management 

CO2 Understand the various tools and techniques used in Quality Management

CO3 Understand the benefits and need for implementation of Quality Standards and Documentation

CO4 Apply the concept of Service Quality and determine the costs incurred in quality

CO5 Apply the concept of Experimental Design using various methods

co6 Evaluate the Process capability through Satistical Quality Control using various sampling plans

CO1 Describe the concept of FEM, types of FEM analyses and its applications. 

CO2 Decide the appropriate meshing parameters and perform the meshing for a FEM analysis of a problem.

CO3 Apply appropriate constraints and boundary conditions for a FEM analysis of a problem. 

CO4 Solve the linear and non-linear Static finite element Analysis problems using appropriate solution technique.

CO5 Validate and Check Accuracy of the results obtained from FEA solutions and interpret the results. 

CO1 Explain the fundamentals of (feedback) control systems
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CO2
Apply Basic Engineering Mathematics and laws of physics to formulate Mathematical models of any

dynamic systems in forms suitable for use in the analysis and design of control systems .

CO3
Determine the time and frequency-domain responses of first and second-order systems to step and sinusoidal

(and to some extent, ramp) inputs .

CO4 Analyze the stability of the system using root locus diagram or Routh’s table .

CO5 Solve system equations in state-variable form (state variable models).
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CO1 Illustrate cockpit and display technologies of civil and fighter airplanes 

CO2 Interpret the concept of Flight Control Systems from an earlier era to advanced Technologies.

CO3
Discriminate the technologies of communication and navigation systems with different failure conditions and 

operational difficulties. 

CO4
Summarize the operation of integrated civil aircraft fuel systems and in-flight refueling and also troubleshoot 

the snags using the components of a fuel and Engine control system.

CO5 Appraise the advancements in the auxiliary systems and their benefits through emergency flying conditions

CO6
Plan the process chart for installation, inspection & troubleshooting procedures of avionics & electrical 

components.

CO1 To use mathematical knowledge to solve problem related to structural elasticity.  

CO2 Identify stress-strain relation in 3D, principal stress and principal strain. 

CO3 Analyze a structure using Elasticity concepts. 

CO4
Use analytical techniques to predict deformation, internal force and failure of simple solids and structural

components. 

CO5 Solve aerospace-relevant problems in plane strain and plane stress in Cartesian and polar coordinates.

co6 Apply energy methods to solve elasticity problems.

CO1 Explain the responsibilities of aircraft operator. 

CO2 Describe the aircraft maintenance programme and classify investigation. 

CO3 Illustrate the airworthiness of aircraft and determine organization approval. 

CO4 Classify requirements of AME license. 
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CO5
Describe procedures for issue of Certificates of Airworthiness and distinguish aircraft registration and

markings. 

CO1 Describe the role of economics involved in the decision making process. 

CO2 Calculate the rate of return, depreciation charges and taxes. 

CO3 Enumerate different cost entities in estimation, and explain the importance of finance functions. 

CO4 Apply different economic comparison methods. 

CO5 Apply different accounting principles. 

CO1 Describe the atmospheric wind and its elements.

CO2 Explain wind energy harvesting using different methods 

CO3 Develop flow control techniques for vehicle aerodynamics 

CO4 Explain effects of wind loading on building and urban planning. 
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CO5 Explain wind structure induced vibration 

CO1
Derive the general transport equation and use it for physical process of interest, apply the FDM and

FVM methods to transport equation. 

CO2 Understand and Apply the concept of FVM to steady/ unsteady 1D and 2D Heat diffusion equation. 

CO3
Understand and Apply the concept of FVM to steady/ unsteady 1D and 2D Diffusion and Convection

equation. 

CO4 Understand and Apply the iterative solving method to the system of linear equations. 

CO5 Understand and Apply the concept of various schemes to solve the diffusion and convection equation. 

CO1 Explain the Transmission Photoelasticity and its related parameters.

CO2 Use various extensometers and displacement Sensors for the measurement of displacement.

CO3 Determine the stress-strain values in material and structure subjected different loading

CO4 Analyze the behaviour of solids under load using Photo-elastic Coatings and Brittle Coatings

CO5 Use strain gauges to calculate the strain and stress induced in the material.

Experimental 

stress analysis
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CO1
Provide preliminary design parameters for compressors and turbines and characterize their performance 

based on a mean line approach. 

CO2
Evaluate the operation and performance of a jet engine based on compressor and turbine maps for different 

operating conditions. 

CO3
Provide preliminary design parameters and define key design issues, constraints and architectures for main 

combustors in jet engines. 

CO4 Carryout the conceptual design of the Jet Engine 

CO1
Apply the basic rules and theorems of probability theory, to determine probabilities that help to solve

engineering problems. 

CO2
Appropriately choose, define and/or derive probability distributions such as the Binomial, Poisson and

Normal, etc. to model and solve engineering problems. 

CO3
Formulate and test hypothesis about mean, variance and proportions, and to draw conclusions based on the

results of statistical tests. 

CO4
Demonstrate how regression analysis can be used to develop an equation that estimates how two variables are

related and how the analysis of variance procedure can be used to determine if means of more than two

populations are equal. 

CO5 Solve queuing theory problems for Pure Birth process and Death process. 

CO6 Apply the concepts of Markov Chains and Stochastic Matrix to solve engineering problems. 

Probability and 

Statistics
1AEPE417
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:ol f-l rl r ure of Symmetr,c a nd asyrmetric encr rptio^ a t8o.ithu m
:o3 Laly.ealSorithm for data encryption standards key *eneration andtransmission etc.
3,t lr<eltify techinques tor email. tP and Web r€curir;
:o5 I us'ratethrealsrosystem orapp'icarionse(urtv.nd thercou.rermeasures

r.et.in 
"on."pts 

or a"t"t

24 ocsPc305 Database EngineerinS

n7

:ol
tx5itnERdia8ramfortheenterprisea5wellaspreparett'"'"t
E T}/lng normaliration techntques and theoreticat knowtedae

:at3 w_itr querie! in pure lanSuages, SQtto extract required anformation fromthe databa;

:!4 cr3r€hend file organization, concePts ofindexiry forefticient system performance, transaction mana8ement, concurrency controt and recovery of darabases

25 ocsPc351
Computer Algorithms

r.3l/ different desiSn methods of at*orithm.
r--7r" .o-pt"r,ty o
Crnn.rni""te efuair"
P .ai"".rt"s to prouia"
fo l*, profession"t 

"na

:t2
:4.3

:41
::5

26
Oatabase EnSineerins

lr!eryrettheproblemstatementofenenterprise'idenlifythe
r?bt o,lal databare schema for the enterprise idenrifying integriry conrtraints for efficienr desrSn.

0c5Pc352 lgrlrnltrate installation and configuration ofOracte/tvtyset /SeL Serrer / postSresOL etc. 

-

lTltthe Strucured Query languaSe for database definition and maniputatio
E:p€rimentwith hashinc r..hni.I.( E,n<:di^^ ^r^..*r"" .^"-.."^^,.^
t9!g!!lqlg$!9!"1 "nd 

ethical prin"iples dr.ing t"bo.atory *o.k in a t""'n fo
E:pcrimentwith python and Ruby on RaitsproErammint basics
ArlA appti""tions to, A"i
erla an apptiations using con

qgql8Jt ooP concepts usl

E!.minethe. observations and determinethe resutr of experament
t pt.t" rte Uatj" *n
Sr.-".i."the funa"."
,991v diff€rent rnethods oi

:!3
:44
::5

27 0c5PE353
Prof essional Elective-

lAdvanced progr:nrmirE

:(1
:42
:c3
':cz
:c5

2A 0csPE354

Prof ession.l Eledive-l
Software Testin8 and Quality

,:C 1
.:c:
,:ci
ta<t ir lddifferent restintweb applicationr & generatetest data usrnEtool!.

E(rnire the observations a"
e.pt.ln rariout
195l{active Oirectory Services, ConfiBure &troubterhoot services in a windods servpr
['ete rs" ot rinrr Op"r"tine
O". ronttr"te p.oe."rnr in

,:'1q

'c1
,:C2

.:C:

.I4
OCSpE3ss I 

Professional ElectivetNetwork

I Admini"istration

kh

Sr.No.
Cod.

Coursr l{em€



co5}nh.ikate€ffectivelvinbothoralandwlitienf.lmrl,ni""r,r,^.,r^

30 ocsPR356 Theme Based Mini Project

COr aeir f. specific probtem ststement from a setected domain and prepare SRS do;umenrs

___92 :"sgr.na.
CO3 :"ug.t tt 

" 
t

CO4 rlE,r{ $ritine skils to comDoie oroiect reoon orofe*ion. v
CO5 Ul.. tven inrtructionr during practicat performance
CO1 :(p:ir :h! natrre and function ofentrepreneurship

31 0c5Ac314
Entrepreneurship

Development and PlanninS

CO2 :(p:ir Jvlatcharacteri.e5 an att.active business opportunaties and common pitfatts during the entrepreneuriat pa;cess
cor Edrr:a/ Financeand marketim sotuttonr for Businest
CO4 :<p€ r bcept and Characterisri.s of Smattscate hdustru
COS }\Er€ B'rsiness plan

32 0c5Pc306 Advanc€d Database System

CO1 >s:rt lrrde insand devetoDment merhodr/techniques in Object-Relatonat O.tab.ser.
CO2 :<p.- rn,r lelge onthe need, isrues, desi8n and apptication ot Uorffi
co3 >
CO4 .'{p / cll(rent dat.base security, PLISQL, NoSeL and OtAp queries on various dat.bases
COs,lh dt- :nd il x<rr,r. marh.ri./r..hn^rn'io( in,l.-.

33 ocsPc307 Machihe LearninB

CO3 (orf rclend sre4ths and weaknesses of various machine le.rnin8 approaches and use appropriat€ machine learninS alSorithms for rear-world applications

34 ocsPE308
Professional Electiv€ tt DiSatal

lmaSe ProcesslnS

:.pda ur damental conceCts of Oieit"
COI @rr|:r€:sioo.
co2 'rri t d30_ thms and applythe conceots m.themancaltv toinreroret the.e<ukrwiih n,+iti.,ri^h.
co3 'l)n 

p. '-' c'fferenr al8o.ithme of im.re Drocesrim and aoDtv them ro sotve rert tif. .r6ht.m<
ErpEilbari: cellul.r and ad hoc wirelesr network and its apptications
ErpEi.r11ajor 

'rsues, Boah and ch.ltenSes for designint ad hoc wiretess network
,orrrEire security in ad hocwireless network35 0c5Pt309

Professional Eledlve nr Ad ho.

co1
co2
co3
co4 Fr.'E ftSand energy manatement schemes 

'n 
ad hoc wiretesr nerworkt

Dslrarst different tvDes ofad hoc wireless network ororo.okco5

35 ocsPE310
Professional Elective -lt

Advanced Oata Structur€s

co1 E::1EY!49!E tltlyllLced data sr.ucture techniques such as advanced linked list, advanced trees, sraptls
Es,x E: v.rious hash'ng techniques and cottasion resotution techniquescoz

co3 ErorEr.tetheknowledgeof advanceddatasrrucruresinsotvin8probtem,
r-,"fr. th:algoritt'.
r'"t-"e tte p€'ro.rin
LhCr= rn I tt 

" 
gr"pt'i"

.rfr. .:'trent gr"pt'i"i a

co4
co5

37 ocsPE311
Professional Elective -lll
Corhp0ter Graphi6 &

Multimedia Technlques

co1
co2
co3 0 sc-ts-arious generations of curves.

co4 :orf. . \/g.ious Computer Animation Technique.
co5 oar.lE:rae programs for various 8raphic! .leorithm,
co5 I r(.a*ly Lre OpenSlsoltware for *raDhics Drocram.

cpl nrirt"r"co1
co2 -re' d_tr?nt t:chniquet to evaluate pe.formance of storaSe system

Sr.llo,
Cod.

Coursaout



38 ocsPE312 ic;
(c.
,:'):

39 ocsPE313
Professlonal Elective -ttt Cyber

S€curity

col
@2
co:
co4
co5

40 ocsPc357
Unix & Shell Pro8ramming

co1
ccl
cc3
[]4
!r5
:r{

41 ocsPc358
Object orienred Modeting And

Desiu

:f,1
32

=3
=rt
=5
=6
=7

42 ocsPc359
Advanced Database System

=1
=2
=3l4

=5

43 0c5Pc360

=,1,=,2

.=:
':: 

j

f€

ocsAc315 Softskills

.:: I
r: l2
C l: t anicirate in various activiries rerated to reamwork .nd Drobt.rn

rrnrotr posr(Ne aEtruoe,work erhrcr and adaDtabitit! atw6rk 6tr..
C l5 Organize h various tasls related to €ross occuDationat .omor.hd :n.t tila rti (

t1) rnntu rha .l.^rirhm< 
' 
('i r- /r.1, ,,|

CD3 trplain Ooud tnfrastructure and their Components

C':S rrptatn r"

Dhtributed and doud
Computing



46 ocsoE402 8ig Oata Analytics

col les usin8 probability theorv
ronents of business lntellicoz

co3 txa rire bigdata.nd Sadoop ecosystem tools
co4 Surlr.rh: Famework with respect to Hadooo
co5 MaEeus€ of R lan8uaSe for Oata Analvtics

tnPi. conc=pts of dataOas

47 ocs0E403
Database Essentials and

Buslness lntelliSence

co1

co2
Des!n E8 dirSram,or the enterprise as

app.ig mmali.ation technioues and l heoretical knowled!e
co3
co4
co5

.rv,,-equc rE rn pu-e rangu.ges, lql ro enract requrred rntormarion from the datab.se.

Expji' c.leots of data interration wiffi

48 ocsoE404

lol !'p..CO2 Delt)ltrratc and uie various atrorithms and modetswith mathem,ri.,r i,^Jmi,riii.-
c03

c04

co5

DeE,tnat€thew.rkingofvariousm.ch|nelearningal8orithmswithmathehati"i"m
De'r )rtr.t. and use various machine tearnint atSorithms and modek

coD aretsrc strentths and weatnesses ofvarious machine learnlng approaches and use appropriare machine tearninS attorithms for reat-wortd .pptications.

49 ocsHs405

col Disr=i-ninatc oroiect
coz la i6rfy lhe rmoortance ol oroiect ota

pEll$e r€lationship between scopcco3 cost, tim{I inpr
co4 uarharire the scftware qualitv metri

e(cgnizs he importanc€ of good ccco5 )mmunication and relationship belween stiakehotders tor resotvind ise,c-
co6 Exa-1ine:h. observations and identify risk factors durinq praEA;;G;;;;;I

50 0csPc451 OCCtaboratory

col
co2

Dev? op tle ,:ommunication alnong pro
ilsc- thms ured in disributed svstem-

co3
qpPl',ariout virtualiration techniquesmachines on the cloud and buildint pravate ctoudconfi8urinS vinuatmachines on rhe ctoud and buitdang privatectoud

co4
cos :britrniEt effectivelv in

5t ocsPc452

co1 Explir n€edof Dat. Analytics.
co2 Ana rE data proceiring usinS Hadoop Ecosystem toots
co3 Mak 

'-reof t programmina fordata Drocessim
Deron rt..te program5 usint analytics toolt
Folk ', aiven nstructions durin! Dracti.al oerfdrman..

co4
co5

52 0c5PE453 PE lV Deep Learning

co1 Oes.nbe:he lundamentals of neural networks
co2
co3

DeshI'eed brwarc nerworks with backDrooacation
Oer,.r ait-ent a""p
;-.-..,.4 ,-".,...tc04

cos Buill .: rhvcrld aoE lications usinq dee6 l.ernin, mF.h, hi<m( ,6.r ir.m^h.rr.ia -s--r,-r, -,"r -^^- --. ..."-.-- -,-"i
co1 rcnd oarallelalcoriihn da(i,n ,h.l r:rnn^mv 

^t 
n2.ill

co2 qpp yC.e"VP aireaiu"" "nffico3 Dev.lcE ali'fe'ent CUDA Drorramg ffi

S.No.
Cod. COst tlment



53 0c5PE454 PE lv Parallel ProtramminS cc4 :orrpare the sequentialand parattet a pproach of varios probtems with the hetp ot Ope. Mp Mp;46;;m;;;i;;;;;;;
,Jstiry use ofdrfferent tools hk

)€monstrate parallel proSramminS directaves to solve probtems

cc5
cc6
c!7 :olloly professon.land ethicat practices durinS taboratory wort torgiven teUoratort-aiviiis-

)escribe fundamentak of web proRramminr.

54 ocsPE455 PE lV Adv web ProsramminB

cc1
cc2 levdop web page usin8 different web programmin8 techniques.

.uild retponsi\,e Web Pagecc3
cc4 luild imple webrites by osinsAnRutar,5. Nodelt ExpressJS

the result ofern.rm6nrccs t,(plair the obervations and determine

55

55

ocsPR455

0c5Hs457

ggr Uentilr ana tormutate tle reat-wora probtem tor tneir maior proje
m2:urveylechnicalliteretUreblog9,docUmentsaboutlatesttechnoloeicaltrenas

rerequrremenrs ot rne propor"o *ork
Eentini 

"nd 
rse

CC4 a tl"eirmoror Droiect lK3

rereno r. argue orapprarse the .esuLs obt.ined durinS prolecr work
CI resign the proro

C,rl txer: ise .ll the rnanaSeriat tpro.iect ptanning scneautin
.-..

C.:€ omnunicatlon

DeisnThinkint

LL{t ,:ve o0 a stront understanr

CCa leccanirerhe l.rest and fur
dint of the Detisn and propose a concrete feasible. viabte and r.t.va hr inn"",ti"" "ii;ii7i,;rlill

challenses in innovation and apply the feasibte viabte a.d .etere.r i.no\,.ti;;;;i;;7;; nci
presentation ofan idea test ft and oresenr the soularidCCa| a reate E hysical prototyper / a visuat re

cc4 lave o, and teitinnovative id€astlirouSh a rapad iteration cycte

ccs
t.eveo,Profes'ionalskills,leadershipandtermworksritt..t.ou

cli [:(hibit ethical pradices 
'n 

profersiotratwo* ethics

prsa
E-( ril'$ )M

^_/
\U

---- ll. o. D.-*,*
Computer Science & Engineering

Annasaheb Dange College of
Engineering & Technology, Ashta. 416 301

Sr o.
Coun!
code COStatcm€nt



SDt Dnr.ahwtr Shikh.tr SrBth.'.
Anm.t.b Ddi. Co[.r. ot Entirenq & TttuotoDl, A.nh

(]rDDro{rl by  iCTE, Nd D.{hi, covl. of M.h.rubh.d Amhl.d ro Slivlji Udv.Biry (oh+ur)
 . Aurommou lndtuL

ComFae. ! llence end EnSlneerlry Revlslon- Fllst

Revision l Courses

PSO StatelrEnt

I
An ahaliy L rapt t latest trends in softwEc €nginecring pracliccs and stnlcSies in rcal-tim. soff*tIe d€vetopm€ tifecycle usinB open-sourc€ programmmg
cnvirc -Ecrr ( r comm.rcial environmcnt

2
An abal t Ed .cqusinlcd wilh coniempotary tr.nds an industrial / restarch areas and rhcreby provide solurions lo rcat tife probtems, by specificnlly u5in8knowligc ral skilrs io thc sreas ofDah Anarlrics, Machinc trrmin& I emet ofrrrings, c6;d computang and sccurity.

8.Te.h SemesteFlll

1CS85201 Discrete Mathematics

co1
co2
co3
co4
co5

1CSPC202 Oata Structuras

col
co2
co3
co4 frplii. t." i "nalnunt"l 

conc.ptr otst.uarring
co5 Apply r:rr(Dri.te non.linear dara structur€ to !otve the probtems

Comp- ar rralyr: d

Explair 1e'r am€ntalconcepts ofcomDuter network, 

-

appu rrior: :.ror a

Descrir: diSerlnt Drotocoh lrom TCP/|Psuiie
tdentit .tr".cSgn itrr"t

co5

1C5PC203

1C5PC204

co1
co2
co3
co4
co5 nel?te rn trrrionattres of different tayers, drfferent t1,pes of netrvork devicei ancj protoJlillEF,i:uite-

Processor Architecture

co1 Erplalr : rct-€cturer of Microproce5sors wtth irr pin conftguration.

llg!treqr=.ntlnte.rypt,

;EJtnrtro.-:,"""-.*,,
tttrstrce U"...oncept" 

"na

ConslrE: s- rur.& fun.ri.n.^riFnr.d rl..icn f^,.^fr-... ^,^i.n i---r^^---. 

-

co2
co3
c04
co5
co6
co1
co2
co3

ffi
Software Entineering



1CSPC251

c04 neterfl r i t )€ cost ]fsotirvare rv,r.t. develooment €ffons_ olrakrv and.o<i
co5 gEq!!??!49ards jelated to soft*are reliability and q,:ality manatement 

-

Demon ,at: basic fundarn€ntals In datastructures,

4ppty.r:'q,i"t. a

Oata Structures tab

col
co2

co3 Analyr: e.ar.hinga1d sortinS techoiques for data idenl

UtilizeC( s f3r der- onstratint mini proiect to solve or(

fification and retrieval

co4
co5 Proficie. : y r5€ dat. sructu res to des'En lotutions and

SimulaE. cf litur€ and analyze the.etwo.t usina netL
Demor.t-et. the ir3tallation and various feaiures ofro

lcsPc252 Computer Networks tab

co1

mputer n€twork slmulation toolJ.co2
co3 y$9!j1{ !!- ansport lay€r protocol and €xe,cute the communication nodes usint Tcplu pp socket between com putar-

FollowirBveninstructionsdurinapractical Derformance
Co-.'rt 

="-e 
eff""tir"

tdentif,-er. rasic e erun
Oesc.ib.l'" .ct itearr" o

o".ign r*..".t anr O"t" it

co4
co5

lcsE5253

rcsEs254

Processor Architecture

co1
co2
co3
c04 ri: n:he asrembly lantuaSe protrammingfor 8085 microorocesror

cos compr= l015andEo85 microcomputer software and Hardware aspectr, includinS rhe Microprocessor structure, and its operaiion and controts.

Pro8rarnmint taboratory- I

co1 Explain :E f-ndanrntak of object oriented pro8rammin8.

"
'"'"'".'.-''"-'-","''''"'^

Co.*.,"r. 
"ff"atir.ty,rolto* a'-n insrrr"tiont a

co2
co3
c04
cos
co6

B.I€ch Semester-lv

Solveb€s:F,oblem5inprobabilitYtheory,inclUdinsproblemsinvolvinrth€utnomi,t,p"i.ffi

1CS85205

lcsPc207

Statistics and Fuzry Systems

co1

co2
Solve €t6nd€ on th€ princlpal in Performlngfuzzvsets and fuzry number arithmetic operaflon such as Addition, M{,ttiptication oivision & Futzy equation

co3 Solve d f: -e.l type, of asriEnrne6t D.oblemr bv usini differenr te.hnidu.r
Solve e€_1der on €ame Theoryc04

cos Solvee€lperon PERI and CPM

Theory ofComputation

cor Explaln E ( termln rloSies related to rheory of computation.
colEqlfE4,f{.e
o€mors-.:€fnitenatesystem5,buildthema5pertherequkementandtransffi

co2
co3
co4 Constru:t .o_!extjrc€ trammars for langu.g€s, demonrtrate derivatons and parse trees foi spec.fi€q i"pril-
co5 Demo16::€ pushcown auromara, its connectron with conte.lJree trammars and formurare converrion betweenthem,

5'
p.,

lllustra:. ,c(.rs, Ihre.d rchedulinE at*orilhm and interorocess communir i.n
Apply at -otr ate solution to solve .ritical section problem ,

Solve tl i rlhly hor to hand

co5
co1
co2
co3
co4
co5 ldentii -emry management strateties and appty various page reptacement poticief

Operating Systems



co6 Explain bast conc€F:i of fite t 
"narin

oesigoERdl8lamirtheenterpri9easwellasprepareth.."l"tionata
normalizati- tech. :ues and theoretical knowtedte
Wite oueri3 in DL-; lena1C5PC209 Databas€ En8ineerin8

cor

co2
co3

c04
comprehen: file ,lt riEtlon, concept5 of indexlnS for efricient system performance, transaction mana8ement, concurency controt and recov€ry of datebases

DemonnraE conceds oco5

1C5PC210 Computer Architecture

co1 Explain evoLetim cl :omouter and balt.r.f..m.ur.
co2 Solv€ arithn Etic, m! nory and parattet processina operation

lllustrate Ccltrol dEi rn ana m

ldentify CPL schelL h8 and resolve oroblems related to derdlo.l .riti.,r ..di^6

co3
c04
cos

1CS9C255

co1
co2

Operating Systems Laboratory co3 test for. 
"pp,op."t..=..anor 

on Un,r, tinu* ptatto.,n
*.,,.8""',,',,,,c04

co5 Proficiently )evelornd debu& C proaramr createdon Linuxand Unix otatform.

1CSPC256
Database EntineerinS

co1
lnterpretth.ploble-statementofanenterprise,identifythen€;
datab.se schma fcr6e€nterpnre identifi/inB inte8rity constrainrs for efltcienl desirn.

'v'di€ 
urE U' rPProF .co2

co3 AoolvtheSt.!.turelox.tul:n,',:,aI^r.l:r2h:car-n-ilr^^.^r
co4 trp"r,-"n. 

"nn 
na;r ng t

rott* prore'tion 
"t 

- a .rlii
Applyvalioljob,ecl:ri€UtedlbatUre5liteinh€ritance'dataabstraction-en..6rUl.ri";

co5

1CSPC257

col
co2

i,eve'op prqr.mr I i raAODr€t and swrnr wrth d.rabare .onn.divitu
tdentify and torrect ;rntar, loSic errors, and runtime e.rors in the p.ogr
Follow profBsionrl:-d ethic

ProSramming Laboratory- lt co3
co4
co5

1CSMC211 Environmental Studies

co1
94!i! lqpgr?l'* ": 

e'vil""n
EI!!"r'T1.1"1..".coz

co3 eam reSardrnE cou rse and impact5 ot environment related irsues,
.''",''.,',flcoIE
OescriU" ttre neeA a

ElPEllgqept orJrat"'" rv
Derign ER di tram fr the enrerprite as we[ .s prepare the retationat datab;
Write que.ie in y)l looL and OMtl ro dp(lrn .lirrhe(. r6.i.:k:d r.^,,r..a r^r^.-.ii^;i -.^1..-
Explain.nd it€rF.€: ie basic conc€pts in Eustness Intelisenc€

co4
co5

1CSOE301 OE IDB Essentiah

co1
co2
co3
co4
co5 E,P1ir!l9!Ept'-9fl!t!t!E !!f 9!r

lllustrate baic concalr and Drincioles of !oftw.r. .nrin..rin,co1
co2

!!e|"1",,",1"r'
Ois5eminaterroi€.t "Bnarement framework and inv6tvpd in.,.h.h:<cco3

OE I Software EntineerinS and20 I lCSOE3o2



co4 Classlfy the irrcrtrnce of projea ptan.

Aoolvthe rd-dlir b.twFco5

1C50E303 OE I Data Stru andAlso

co1 oescribe fur En lntab in data structur€s.

i+j!l!q!+q=.
Apply appr€ate lirear data structure ro sotve rhe probtems.

co2
co3
co4 Explgin the I F:n*nta! concqpts orstruaurin&

Applv aODro:-te ron-lineardata stro.tor. rd (.1v. th. nr.hr.m.cos
co6 Compar€ ar: nalyr€ differentdata structu r€ atrorithms ana searctrinc. son;;;;;;;.-l-

1CSPC304 SP and compilers

co1 Explain the tu danEntals oflanruare
co2
co3
c04
co5

1CSPC305 Oesi8o and An.lyiis ofAlgo

co1
co2
co3
c04
cos

1C59C306 toT

co1
co2
co3 Desitn applk. Dns of hterner of Th'ncs.
c04
c05

1CSPE307 PE I Slorat€ N

col
co2
co3
co4
co5

1CSPE308

co1
co2
co3
co4
cos

1CSPE309

co1
co2
co3
c04 Analyze diff6.E t ty)€s of possible attacks in a reat wo.td cyber wortd scenario.
co5 appv the sc - lfic ,nethod to cyber forensics and
co5 Review and- --i the penalty fiom tT Act-2000 for a.vbercflm. in a.iv.n iirtr,rid^

gonlmy.lcatr tfeciirely cybercrime te.minotoSi€s andsecurity m""t"nisr" in Uott orar"na *rit@
eppty ditte..r :"

co7
co1
co2 Analyze comd=irv Jfdifferunt 

"co3 rommunrcari ,ect Jery ano work rn a team tor taboratory ad ivitie5.
28 | 1C5PC3sr

E[ di

%;@



PE llUnixandshellp

and use relevfi tooB . nd technoloei"rfot

Technical Writing

#*%
E( i:Hl }F

%=*<9



1CSOE311 oE-I-roT
co2 Describe canpor ents and workrn8 of RF|D technorogy. %

DesiSn appaatidls of lnterna oco3
c04 Makeusecl arin.:ip es for toT comm unication to solve reel lif€ oroblems.
co5 ,Ie the toaoondt< n,..l.a ra n."r"r

1CSOE3t2 OEllCyber laws and EH

co1
co2
c03
c04

1CSHS313 EDP

cor
co2
co3
co4
cos

1CSPC314 Adv Oatabas€ Systems

co1
coz
co3
co4
co5

lcsPc315 Machine LearninS

co1
co2 Dercnoe vrlous machrn: tearnrn! ateorithms

O"ronru. .,n" *.rr,nt ot r"r'oco3
co4 Demonrtra'! and imp ement various machine tearninr .trorithms and modet<

cos comprehettd ske,l8rh6 and weaknesses ofvarious machine learninS approaches and use appropriate machine learnin8 atSorithms for reat-wortd applications.
ExDlaln thetasic.onceo:s

1€5PE316 PE III.5T(IA

co1
co2
co3
co4
co5

1CSPE317 PE lll adv oataStructures

co1
co2
co3
c04
co5

1CSPE318 PE lll- RealTime Systemt

cor
co2 trplaiq wor<in8 principtes of commerclat nros tike nr Linux wtth neat skeichirchiGi iillEil
co3 Use softwalE enSineerina conceots reouired to rkerch.eat Tim.rvrr.m(

lllustrate th. .rotram ninS languates which are required to design .e"t-ti.-i[tur. 

-

anatyze tle :erto.mrnce
Construct c.nple< data rvper by uiitirinB features ot obiect based databases.
Erp"ri'nent,,it" airtriO
,Onaty." alf:ent :yp"
ee.torm Orttrent er-,SO

co4
cos
co1
co2
co3
co4

Adv Oatabas€ Laboratory

ffi



co5 Follow profeseicralali :thkat princrptes during taboratory work in a rer. to, taUor"to.v 
"ffi,oTeotu.'

1C5PC359
ObJ orlenr€d Modeltint and

O€sign

co1
co2 O"-on*."," trr:.. n,r, 

"on."Oa 
of OO,"o or'uni

."' --,...- -...'.---.'..
LU"'P.'.)uu(rL,r-
nna,v.u u.p'. r.,, t -
.,.1r.. -'" p,.*-, r ,
Followprofe'sio-'il-j.thlcalprinciplesdUrinRlaborato.y*o,rin"t""
-.','"'''.'".. ",,'..'".'".,
outru au6"'e'treore:r ryap
Euild Mrtual R€al ry :pplicati

co3
co4
cos
co5
co1

lCSP€360 PE lV- Autmented and VR

co1
co2
co3
c04 Examine obseN.nr;.nd determine results f ero.rim.hr

1CSPC361 PE lV- Oitital lmage Processtn8

co1
explain fu ndam- al :Dncepts ofdidtalimage processin& image enhanc€mena, resto.ation, .otor imate processint, image setmentation, morphotoSy et..

E!f!Is!4r!," ico2
co3 UsemodernlanE.rt!s, roclrandlibrariesforimpt€mentationandmaniputationofi-"8"pffi

a=.,=.,-.1- ' __'co4
co5 @o,nuin"trons ot"pp

rgttoq pr.olessiora zrl etttcat princtptes during tatorato.y wo.t i

ldentifythe n€€c cf qxn sourcet€chnotoSy, open source Ecorystem.

".,,.,.".
o'to

.."',,,... ""'..,.,.,
t"trte rs" ot t"clr. lq,
rat. pa.t in a.r"tpirr toi
lustifythe solutirE fr: given p

co6

1CSPC362
PE lv-Open Source

Technolodeg

co1
co2
co3
co4

1CSPR353
lnternshlp/lntra-ht€r institute

co1
co2
co3
co4 iran ano createu-c??rted moduteror proDosed rotution

Xno-ttuO".tgri.n.,rt

1CSMC319

co1
co2 lJnderstand theu:rl r?.frh. ',ni^n 

(r.ra:n.r r^..I---L
co3

-

G"ln consciorrn". c. th"
c04 !qqq!g!o ynders:n; Jre t:ncrronrnt and dirrriburron of financiatrEourcesliiiEiGii6Mii uates.

co5
8eexposedtoth:-eJlyofhi.,"'.hrcaltnai"nsoc

8.Tech S€mester-Vtt

1CSOE401 oElllrntro to tPcv

co1 Explain: fundam6!J ( rn(epts of tma8e processin& llnaS. 
"nt "n."lnent, 

r.
-.'.'".".''""
.!,,rE.6'toninur :. o!pp'y

"",.,,.,",,,,,",

co2
co3
c04

co5
Explain: aPplicatb t ): computer vision under various disciplanes and domains alont with recent trendr used such machine and deep tealnins

co1 Explain the fu ndE-erEls, dr.llentes of m.chine tearninS
D€scribe various r.dhe learninS atgorilhmco2

co3 Oemonstrate ttre ar,ire ot vi

ffi



co4 Oemonstr.te-d (se rario!s machine learnini atsorithms and m6.trt(

co5 comprehend t reqtht and weatness€s of various machine learnint .pproa.hes and select appropriate machine teahint at8orithms for .eat-wo d apptications

Dissemin.t oloied nran:pem

1CSHS403 PM

col
co2 Use Projec inEaraio.l m.narement technio

Applythe r€lai onniF letween scope, cort, time in projeci
srmr"rir" tt e sof-"t
tltrsl,"t" 1.,p9r",". ot
Analyreth.obE€r'Ationand.iskfactorrdurinioroiedd.vetooh.nr

Elplain Og s6 u riv ar.hitecture alonS with different symmetric ?lgorithms
Uat. rte ofp.ttl. t

co3
co4
co5
co5

1C5PC404 tNs

co1
co2
co3 Detcribe lrlrugon )etEdion Sv'lem and TCP laver se.urirv .on..Dr(
co4 Apply auth:nt :ati. n trhniques, electronic m.il securlty, tp s€crrity 

"nO 
Wga,".rffi

An"lyr"rh. 
"raor.;erptln tt epri."ipbs rnAeAying

gq+lsg,ithr s ,,r€d in dis
Explain Clord lrfra trucrure and rheir ComDonents
t',tatu rse ct UiLr.,t ri.r
Erel"i" ra.or""l.
oescri!€thefindaneftalsofsUpervisedandUnsuperui5edne0l.lnetworksandd*ffi

co5

1C5PC405
Oistribured and Cloud

Computint

co1
co2
co3
c04
co5

1CSPE405 PE V' Oeep Learnlng

co1
co2
co3 ursrn6ursn or"rert r,/pes ot ANN a.chiteclu.es and identifv their a06ti.iri6n<

Formulate&a.alvctlEcorred perametersandhypeFparemetu.rorue.pt."ffi
'wir yEEr- lEarnr 3 6'!'trr..r'
,o,,e e"anpres rs'.g9

co4
co5

1C5PE407 PE V- BOA

col
co2 Explain corr

Eraminebia

pg.ent 9f tysiness int"tttgence.n,
da:a ard {adoop ecosystem tools
ia.e*rrk,ritt retp.a t
R teng. ree for D"t" l
j p.ratPl atgorittm a

\,lF.n9Yl dirudi,;
ergrt CJDi pro8ramr

o.."n e c'parall.l"
: Scatatsenpptication
a"t lasrt"t encryptlon

Y.=-sby"ppty
,d. aor ruthentic.tlon altorith

co3
co4
co5 Mak€ use ca

Compreher(

ApplyOperl
D€velop difi1C5PE408 PE V- HPC

co1
co2
co3
c04 Analyze perl

Oevelop HR
Oevelop€ co

Euid crypt.6
construct cr

co5

1C5PC451 INS Lab

co1
co2
co3
co4 rtso.l returityswtem usingoDen sour(e tools.

:resecurity measures to information and network s€€uritv.co5 !I!
co6 and ethical Drincioletdurinpore.ti.rl n.rf6.m,n.p
co1 Devetopth.c-rhrnic.tionamontprocesresatdifferen! hos*anaapptyttreatgffi

Brild hiehly scaabl. clouOco2
co3 t !nuJizaiontechniquet60 | rCsPC452

Wde



c04 O"b"t" on rrd*r j*d pl"tfo,rr 
"nd 

th"l. r"rri
Co-.unlc"ta e-le:ri," y Ico5

1CSPE453 PE V' Oeep Learnin8 Lab

cor ldentit and apF v TPropriat€ procedur€s, tools and technology for implementation ofsimpte and comptex neurat network and deep t.arning architectures

co2 ldentitand apF y +prDpriatedata sets, Oeeo Learnim a rchitectures to sotve reat*.aa n,^r,r"*-

co3
DesiSn PYthon prog?'ns usinS librarles such as PyTorch. TenrorFlow and APlsuch as Keras for imptementint Deep tearninS architectures for varioos appticatjons

co4
Evaluat€ theturabl: Parameters infruenclngthe accuracy or error of deep learntnS model and analyze how th€se pararn€ters shape the performance ofthe model

co5 lftplemenr and tuilt. dcep t€arnin8 apptrcation for detection or p.edictionGsrr f.omiilEiiiiltd
Contributeactiliv€|, typresent n8 hh/her own ideas in ateam and coordinate tocarryo,,t 

" 
t".t

Explain need of )al. andytic'.
lnrty." a"t" p.,-.oi
create 

"ppti."ttcn 
.: roi

Demonrtra!€ progG- s rEinS anatYtic' toots

co6

1CSPE454

1C5PE455

PE v- 8DA Lab

col
co2
co3
co4
cos Follow given inrru:tkr5 drrin

PE V- HPC tab

co1 Comprehend pa?ll€l :lgorithm derign and taxonomy of para I et architecture
c02 Co.paretheseque.n at rndparalletapproachof rariousprottems*ithhetp@
co3 Junit ure of difhrirn to.ls tike cuDNN, Oigits etc barea on giren application;;bG;-

Demonstrate pe'alLl )ro3remmi.t dkeciives to sotve probtems
rolto* protessic,"t 

"-,a 
it

co4
co5

64 lcsPR456

co1 tdentify and formucra ttc reat vrortd probrem for their major proiecr in thefieid of theiioiilliiEt
co2 Survey te(hnic.l litE-.iurE, blots, documents about latest technolo8icat tl.ndsm

Analyrc the hardwa-? rd/or soiware reqokements of the props-co3

co4
ldentiiandu5erel€?.nttookandtechoolo8ie'foldo",."ntation,d".igning
proi€ct.

cos
co6

Defend or argue rr.prriisethe resutts obtalned durinS project work
O".lgn ttre p.oto

Exerclse.llthenco7

co8
Develop summ i.i&w'itin& decumentatlon and presentation skilk to showcase their id€as in the conferences/journah teadint to eff€ctive comminicaton

ffi
k"\#
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Srt Dry.Ehmr Sliliro Sorfi.'t
lnn.!.lEb D6t ColLs. of EndErirr & T{nmblJ,, Arhrr

(AppFv.d b, AICTEI N6 lttti, Cor{. or M.tudhrn &d Afihr.d to Sniv.ji UniEEir, Kotirpur)
A! Arron6Eour lBdrll.

fPJo8ramme Name ------l

abilitytoget acquainted with contemporery trends in

(]se loSicalnotation todefine and

1 Computational M.thematics

co1

0c5Pc501 co2 Comp.ehend the conceptt of algebraic syltemr and tattices.
nppty rnaerst"naingco3

c04 Clatsify queuinS tystem and its Woer.

2 0csPc5o2 Desitn of Oatabase System

co1 Describea database rystem usintdifferent desi*n methodolo8y, prototypinAand imorenrentatior
Erolain different OSrllS tilco2

co3 '***-..es,moaraffi
D€scribe dlfferent Data warehousinr and data minini technioues_c04

3 ocsPc503

co1
ExplainissUe5lnthedesi8nofnetworkproce55orsand

co2 Analyre diff€rent possible solurions for communicationr at each network tay€r and 
"oot.,."tion 

tr*
Advahc€d Computer Networkt

co3
Explaln th€ worling of wired and wiretess networks to unaerstana net*o-ting-
Concepts.

c04
Oev€lop solutions by applying tno*teage of matt
slalistics to network dEsiin grobl€mt

cos compare various storate and networkinS technototies
gg!pllg!(. .'"nt"tgo,itt.i
Select appropriat€ alSorithm merhodototy lor the probtem.
nn"lVr" Oifferent 

"orD,Oit"rtr ttre ne* v.nai
trptain trndamentatpr

ocsPc504
Derign aod Analyslr of

Altorithms

co1
co2
co3
co4

5 ocsPE505

co1

Professlonal Elective lcraphics
andVisualilation co2

lnterpret the fundamental concepts within.omputer traphics such a5 teometrical trandormations, tllumination modets, removatofhidden surfaces and rendering.

co3 Solve the various traphics al8orithms and to some extent be able to comoare ih.m
Explain the fu ndamental conc€pts within information vkuatization and 

""i"tttrrtrrte basi" frna",n
Oescribe dlfferent atso

nppty n proer".-ing on,
Solre st"tirtical probt"rt tn

Distinauish different data a"

co4

6 0csPE506
Professional Elective l- Oata

Scienc€

co1
co2
co3
co4
co5

7 0csPc5o7 Research Methodology

co1 Detcribe the basics ofresearch.
co2 ain various methods involved in data cottection and anatysh.
co3 Oescribe variour techniques used in retea.ch probtem formutation.

Prepare a scientific article.co4
cos lJse research methods to prepare a research prooosal.

col Desi8n a databaeesystem urinadifferent deeirn methodotocv usin! d€vetoom.nr tif.d.t. €ffi

Sr.fio.
Couls€

Code
Couls€

Outaone CO Stri.fient



data war€house and confisurethe same,

solutions for com m unications at each

and wireless networks io understand

software architectural styler, desisn pattehs, and frameworks

Cryptoarephy and Network
S€curlty

Professional Elective ll
Cornputer Vision and lma8e

Pro{esslng

the main characterkti€s of different computer vision and imate proc"rrine G.h;G;;l;;;;;;;;;;

of Databases andtheir uses-
Prof.sslonel El€dive-lll

Eioinformatlcs

re
%*"



co5
"*q*"te^,snme

3!ply l?egll,aP a r,rpr ai.
Developdifferent CUOr programs titevecror add,tion, matrix murriptication er
Apply different parallel proSram mint tibraries tike OpenACC, OpenCLj
t'late rse of aifferent Oeep te

!u"tr"u'trtd(E E"c(uvery o.,".

' 
v"vE 5'v€,, "'tuu(uun5 ou,'"s p

IlonIe(
enaty." tt'u rynct roni."i
O".ign and trple.ent"tion
-.1"," a,ff"..", 

"lpReproduce standard design principtes in the conrtruction ofthesesystem
E,pl"r" tl! ,"r" .h
Erplain d,tferent compute.vision and imaSe processing ,otutions
Perform critical ao"rrre

18 0csc5554 Parallel Com putint tab

co1
co2
co3
c04
co5
co5

19 0c5PE555
Professlonal El€€tive ll

Laboratory - otrtribut€d

co1
co2
co3

Operatint Systems Laboratory c04
co5

20 0csPE555

ProfBsional Elective lt
Laboratory - Computer Msion

and lmate Processint

co1
co2
co3
co4 Apptyand co-bine rrirable co-pr rer usion and i.age p.ocers,ng principte
co5 Proficienrly d€velop applicationr of tmate proaetsint

Oescribe fundamenta
Explain Governan(e isrues retardinS tnternet of Thin$
Use components of Ri
Erperirn"nt *o,fing oi

19E!!!!ly4!49p applicarions of tnrernet of rhin$.

2l 0c5Pc558 lnternet ofThin8s

co1
co2
co3
co4
co5

ffi Computer Science & Engineering
Annasaheb Dange College of

Engineering & Technology, Ashta. 416 30,

Sr.No,
Code Oulcome CO Statem€nt


